
























Two lifesaving stations were established in Rye, atJenness Beach and Wallis
Sands. The picture shows one of the lifesaving crews drilling in surf rescue
operations. This coast patrol ran from 1874 through World War 11. The
photograph was taken by Clarence Trefry.
Collection of Rye Historical Society.
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The ELECTION portion of the Rye Town Meeting will be held on
TUESDAY, March 10, 1992, at the RYE ELEMENTARYSCHOOL
from 9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
The BUSINESS portion of the Rye Town Meeting will be held on
SATURDAY, March 14, 1992, at the RYEJUNIORHIGHSCHOOL
commencing at 9:30 A.M.






Patrick J. McKeon, a Rye resident who chose to become involved in his
community, and influenced many other residents to do the same. He served
the Town for many years as a member of the Board of Adjustment, a
Selectman and Chairman, and most recently the Budget Committee. Most of
us remember Pat's eagerness to express his beliefs and opinions, especially on
topics concerning town politics.
Pat exemplified patriotism by receiving multiple honors while serving his
country in three wars; World War II, The Korean War, and The Vietnam
Conflict. In most conversations with Pat, he enjoyed including a war story.




Dr. Sidney R. Baker was born in Rochester, May 22, 1916. He graduated
from the University of New Hampshire, class of 1939, and entered Tufts
University School of Medicine from which he graduated in 1943.
While doing his internship, he was commissioned a Lieutenant in the
Naval Reserve Medical Corps. He reported for active duty onjanuary 19, 1944
and served until September 24, 1946. Dr. Baker participated in the landing
on the coast of Normandy.
On his return from service, he and his wife chose Rye as the town in which
to set up practice because the community "personifies New England." His
practice continued for more than 45 years.
Dr. Baker was the founder and commander of the Rye Ambulance Corps
serving approximately 20 years. Additionally, he served as Rye's school
physician for over 20 years. As a general practitioner of medicine for over 34
years in the Town of Rye he watched his patients enter and depart one
generation after another.
Dr. Baker was ahonorary member of the staff of the Portsmouth Regional
Hospital, a member of the New Hampshire Medical Society, the American
Medical Society, Rockingham County Medical Society, and the Portsinouth
Medical Society.
In 1972, Dr. Baker was given a testimonial dinner by the Town of Rye for
services rendered to it's people, above and beyond the expected. Also, in
1981, Dr. Baker was voted Outstanding Citizen of the Year by the Town of
Rye.
Dr. Baker, a humanitarian, veteran, citizen, and physician passed away at
his home on August 17, 1991. It was once stated, "Dr. Baker's unassuming
manner, practical wisdom, and humble approach to life is the kind ofstrength
one would hope to find in all people." Dr. Baker will be missed by the
townspeople, but his legacies will live on.
The Board of Selectmen are honored to dedicate the 1991 Annual Town
Report to Dr. Sidney R. Baker for his many years of devotion to the senace
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REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT (2 year term;
Elizabeth A. Greene Term expires 1992
Herbert R. Drake Term expires 1992
John J. McCarthy Term expires 1992
John J. Coffey Term expires 1992







SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST (6 year term)
Robert S. Barber Term expires 1992
Geraldine Rogers Term expires 1994
John W. Patrick Term expires 1996
LIBRARY TRUSTEES (3-year term)
Mark Epply






TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUND (3 year term)
Christopher S. Christo Term expires 1992
Jane E. Ireland Term expires 1993
F. Stephen Cullen Term expires 1994
BUDGET COMMITTEE (3 year term)
John Moynahan
Wayne E. Powers
(replaced Paula Snyder, who resigned)
Jack Tobey
(replaced Patrick McKeon who died September 12, 1991)
Marjorie Miller Term expires 1993
Gary Chapman Term expires 1994





























Gerald F. Giles, Justice
Gerald Taube, Special Justice
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(Jon P. Cyr resigned)
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The Selectmen met throughout 1991 on Monday evenings and addition-
ally Thursday evenings as made necessary by the scheduling and activity
within the Town of Rye. This was our first year having a five member Board
of Selectmen, and we welcomed Mrs. Snyder, Mr. Cavaretta, and Mr. Drake.
John J. Coffey was elected Chairman of the Selectmen for 1991.
There were some changes in personnel for the Selectmen's Office. Mrs.
Snyder took over the duties of the Welfare Director, and Patricia Adams
joined the town's staff in April as Selectmen's Assistant/Bookkeeper/
Assessing Clerk.
Chief of Police Walter E. "Bud" Dockham, Jr. retired after thirty years of
service to the Town of Rye. This Board wishes Bud well in his retirement.
There was a change in the Mosquito Prevention Program and Municipal
Pest Management Services was awarded the contract for 1991. This item of
controlled services will be bid annually to maximize the cost benefit for Rye's
taxpayers.
Asnooneneeds tobe told, calendar year 1991 was ayear for severe storms.
We had to weather a Northeaster as well as Hurricane Bob. The Town of Rye
is thankful to its many citizen volunteers who not only provided shelter at the
Rye Junior High School for the storms, but ably served as hosts for those in
need. The Board recognizes Mr. George Cushing, Principal of Rye Junior
High School, and his staff for their outstanding service displayed during the
storms. A reimbursement of forty thousand dollars has been received from
FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Act) for funds expended during
these coastal storms.
The long awaited sewer connection to the Town of Hampton became a
reality on July 28, 1991 which marked the date of the sewer lines first use as
well as the stop date for the discharge of raw sewage into the Atlantic Ocean.
It is expected that the final phase of the sewer project should be completed
this Spring.
Another item in process by the Selectmen is the replacement of the fuel
tanks for town vehicles located at the Rye landfill; townspeople at the annual
meeting set aside funds for the replacement tanks, and we are glad to report
that they will be replaced under budget at a cost savings to the Town.
The Conservation Commission has been working hard to secure property
that will be ofbenefit not only to today's citizens but to future residents ofRye.
Much work remains to be done on matters affecting the Town of Rye.
Foremost among those items will be the selecting of the new Chief of Police
and the closure of the inactive Grove Road Landfill.
The Board extends a special thank you to RyeJunior High students Mindy
Anderson, Stefanie Gazda, Caroline Leonard, Heather Mclntyre, Aaron
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Murray, and Lauren O'Lerio who under the direction of Patricia Anderson
and Peach Gazda made and donated to the Town two stained glass panels
named "Marsh Dance". The panels are located in the entry way (side door) of
the Rye Town Hall. Also, additional thanks to Mrs. Linda Stevens for her
assistance in the installation of the stained glass panels.
The Board wishes to extend its thanks and gratitude to the many volun-
teers on various boards, commissions, and committees that have dedicated so
much of their time and talent on behalf of the Town of Rye. The Selectmen
hope that the volunteer participation will continue. It is this spirit that makes
the Town of Rye the place that we know and love.
Respectfully submitted,
Your Board of Selectmen
John J. Coffey, Chairman






The Budget Committee has met twice aweek during the months ofjanuary
and February to prepare the Town and School Budgets for the 1992 budget
year. We also met quarterly to review expenditures as the year progressed. At
our spring meeting, the following officers were elected: Gary Chapman,
Chairman; Frank A. Drake, Vice Chairman andJohn Moynahan, Clerk.
Wayne Powers was appointed by Moderator Sharon DeVries to fill the
vacancy left when Paula Snyder was elected to the Board of Selectmen. The
committee was saddened by the death of member Patrick McKeon, his
experience in municipal matters will be missed.Jack B. Tobey was appointed
by the Moderator to fill the term which expires in 1993. We welcome both
members.
Our goal during these difficult economic times is to maintain a respectable
tax rate without decreasing our present level of services. We continue to see
a shifting of responsibilities from the federal level to the state level to the local
governments. The pressure is on the Budget Committee to make the best
decision possible regarding spending. However, the final decision rests with









Checking Account $ 1 10,057.78
Money Market Investments 553,185.76
Payroll Account 1,000.00





Checking Account $ 190,699.95
Money Market Investments 1,446,383.02
Payroll Account 1.000.02
December 31, 1991 Balance $ 1.638.082.99
Conservation Commission
January 1, 1991 Balance $ 41,330.31
Receipts 2,220.96
Disbursements 2,995.08
December 31, 1991 Balance $ 40.556.19
Conservation Commission Land Acquisition
January 1, 1991 Balance $ 249,560.72
Receipts 15,907.05
Disbursements 3,846.10
December 31, 1991 Balance $ 261.621.67
Forest Fund
January 1, 1991 Balance $ 290.87
Receipts 16.79
Disbursements
December 31, 1991 Balance 307.66
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Sewerage Fund




December 31, 1991 Balance 641,177.08
Sewerage Fund Checking Account
January 1, 1991 Balance $
Receipts 100.00
Disbursements
December 31, 1991 Balance $ 100.00
Town of Rye, Escrow-Park Construction
January 1, 1991 Balance $ 42,161.66
Receipts 2,226.67
Disbursements 14,961.44
December 31, 1991 Balance $ 29,429.89
Town of Rye, Escrow-Moriarty 8c Sons
January 1, 1991 Balance $ 42,772.81
Receipts 2,366.41
Disbursements 26,444.96
December 31, 1991 Balance $ 18,694.26
Town of Rye, Escrow-North Hampton
January 1, 1991 Balance $ 35,331.26
Receipts 2,031.17
Disbursements
December 31, 1991 Balance $ 37,362.43
Town of Rye, Escrow-JT&C Construction
January 1, 1991 Balance $ 7,173.78
Receipts 30,169.67
Disbursements 1,551.63
December 31, 1991 Balance $ 35.791.82
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Town of Rye, Escrow-Midway Construction
January 1, 1991 Balance $
Receipts 40,350.68
Disbursements 46.99
December 31, 1991 Balance $ 40.303.69
Town of Rye, Escrow-Methuen Construction
January 1, 1991 Balance $
Receipts 56,817.38
Disbursements 110.54
December 31, 1991 Balance $ 56,706.84
Town of Rye, Escrow
January 1, 1991 Balance $ 38,148.60
Receipts 961.43
Disbursements 26,922.59






OFFICE HOURS: Monday through Friday from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm, and
Monday and Thursday Evenings from 6:00 to 8:00 pm.
The 1991 receipts reflect, I feel, the down economy of our region. The
motor vehicle registration monies are $18,591 less than this office earned in
1990. The volume ofwork, however, has not been reduced. Conversely, we've
noticed an increase in overall volume. I think what the numbers tell us is that,
in general, people are choosing to keep their present vehicles rather than
purchase newer ones.
During 1992 there will be four elections in the Town of Rye: the Presiden-
tial Primary on February 18th, Town Meeting in March, the State Primary
Election in September, and then the General Election in November. All of
these will take place at the Elementary School on Sagamore Road. Polls are
open from 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Dog owners should remember to license their dog betweenJanuary 1 and
April 30 of each year. An up-to-date Rabies Certificate is required, by statute,
before a license can be issued. Each year we hold a Rabies Clinic at the Fire
Station, usually in early April, where pets can receive the Rabies inoculation
at a reduced price, and where we are present to license Rye dogs. We will
advertise the date and time of the 1992 Clinic as soon as it is arranged.
In 1992 the Town Clerk's Office will officially combine with the Tax
Collector's office, per last year's vote. This, of course, will be a new venture
for us in many ways, but we anticipate offering a better service to Rye and its





The Rye Police Department has had some changes over the past year. One
of those changes was that Chief Walter E. Dockhamjr. retired from the Rye
Police Department with 30 years of Law Enforcement.
After the chief retired the Board of Selectmen left me, Sgt. Robert
Rowland, as Officer in Charge until a new Police Chief is hired.
I would like to thank the following police officers for their help over the
past three months: Larry Severance, Peter Colbeth, Timothy Richards,Jeffrey
Peirce andJohn Scippa. I would also like to thank Harriet Goff for her help
and the people who assisted me from the Town Hall. Over the past year Rye
Police officers took care of the following problems: Complaints 1077,
Summons 358, Warnings 1034, Arrests 76, Accidents 112, Public Assists 461,
D.E. Tags 122, Parking Tickets/Parking Enforcement 634, Open Door/
Windows 2 1 , Alarms - House/Businesses 313, Aid to other Departments 344,






All apparatus and equipment is in good condition with current level of
maintenance. Calls received for assistance this past year as follows; Alarm
activation 30, Ambulance assist 8, Brush/grass 15, Chimney 5, Electric 28,
Fuel spill 6, Hazardous material 1, oil burner 1, Investigations 27, Lockout 8,
Medical aid 2, Mutual aid given 13, Mutual received 5, Outside fire 12, Police
assist 7, Public assist 26, Structure fire 12, Motor vehicle accident 7, Motor
vehicle fire 2, Unauthorized burn 8. The Department dispatched the ambu-
lance 272 times. New Castle Fire Department 64 times, conducted 299
inspections. Issued 117 permits, 725 Fire permits and 111 Beach fire permits.
As this report is written I have completed a report on a fire that was fatal to
one of our residents. Again I implore you to check your smoke detector or
install one if you do not have one. Remember, the life you save may be your
own or a member of your family.
Respectfully submitted,
George W. Moynahan Jr.
Fire Chief
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REPORT OF PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
During the year 1991, the Town of Rye Highway Department reclaimed
and resurfaced Central Road, 1000 ft.. South Road, 2000 ft., and Locke Road;
3080 ft. Locke Road was shimmed and overlayed a distance of 1565 ft. The
old sewer system on South Road is now being used as a storm drain from
Central Road to the ocean eliminating a serious drainage problem. New
drainage was installed on Grove Road, Perkins Road, Richards Road, Central
Road, South Road and Acorn Acres.
The Rye Recycle Center processed 9.6 tons of HDPE Plastic, 66.66 tons
clear glass, 52.89 tons of green glass, 18.96 tons brown glass, 196 tons
newspaper, 23.38 tons of card-board, 82.01 tons scrap iron, 6.8 tons of
aluminum cans, and 1.5 tons old batteries. Total income of $12,940.38 was
realized, plus cost avoidance of $18,715.50 for a total value of $31,655.88.







In 1991, 350 building permits were issued representing an increase of 48
over 1990. This increases our property valuation by $4,464,000, close to a
million dollars over the 1990 figures.
The permit breakdown includes 8 demolition, 26 electrical and/or plumb-
ing, 33 paving permits for driveways and parking areas, 28 either new or
rebuilt septic, 13 fireplace and chimney or stone wall and 233 general permits
with masonry, structural, electrical, plumbing, insulation and septic in
various combinations. Of that total, 15 permits were for new starts compared
to 10 in 1990. Each of these permits required at least one inspection, the
majority required three to five. Each new house or major reconstruction
required will require a final inspection, termed a Certificate of Occupancy,
upon completion.
Since 1985, enforcement of the Building Codes has resulted in decreasing
violations. As one example, 1 found no violation of the Life Safety Code
regarding fireplace/chimney construction during 1991 as compared to
several years ago when a large number were condemned.
The Rye Beach-Jenness Beach Sewer, Phases I through IV, is proceeding
on schedule. Several hundred more inspections will be necessary to complete
the entire project. More than 150 sewer permits were issued during 1991.
This is a very busy office as witnessed by a recent survey that recorded up
to 45 walk-ins plus an average of 20 telephone cells per day. My first priority
has always been to serve the needs of our citizenry whether I was officially on
duty or not.
I want to thank myTown Hall co-workers for their cooperation. Peg Millar
for numerous volunteer hours over the past five months and the people of the





MOSQUITO CONTROL COMMISSION REPORT
Rye has a wide variety of mosquito breeding habitats. This season we
concentrated our efforts on eliminating mosquito development in stagnant
waters of saltmarshes, red maple swamps, roadside ditches, and marshlands.
We primarily utilized a bacterial insecticide that is a parasite of mosquito
larvae. It has been very effective when applied to breeding areas. It is in high
demand throughout the world.
The spring of 1991 was exceptionally dry. Many woodland, snowmelt
breeding areas produced little, if any, mosquito development because water
was not in abundance. The saltmarshes flooded regularly during spring and
summer requiring much time and effort for control. Our bacterium insecti-
cide did not work properly during one saltmarsh flood which led to a large
mosquito emergence in July. The remaining saltmarsh floodings were suc-
cessfully controlled. Hurricane Bob visited in mid August leaving over seven
inches of rain. The mosquito breeding that followed was unprecedented.
Many of the woodland sites that only breed mosquitoes in the spring were
found to be breeding in late August following the hurricane rainfall.
We have scheduled a number of improvements for 1992. We plan to
update our list of breeding sites found throughout Rye. We did not have
access to information gathered in previous years to aid our efforts in 1 99 1 . We
plan on identifying more areas and invite any input that residents can
provide. We also plan to improve our larviciding efficiency by accurately
mapping saltmarshes and their areas of mosquito breeding. Videotaping
saltmarsh areas will aid in mapping and serve as a future reference. We plan
to repair greenhead traps and design modifications to improve their effective-
ness.
If a property owner suspects mosquito breeding in adjacent static water
areas, the Mosquito Commission will investigate upon request. You, as an
individual, can make a difference. Let us know how you feel we can improve





ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER'S REPORT
1991 brought numerous raccoon complaints again. I would like to suggest
that people take a little time and put some kind ofwire covering over the tops
of their chimneys. This will prevent raccoons from nesting in the chimneys
and even getting inside houses. Raccoons can cause a lot of damage. A little
time spent covering the chimney could save thousands of dollars in damage.
During 199 1 , 1 1 6 complaints were received by the Animal Control Officer.
These complaints are broken down as follows: 5 verbal warnings; 6 written
warnings; 1 1 dogs released to owner; 24 dogs impounded; 23 dogs released;
1 adoption; 1 dog hit but not killed; 3 dog bites; 1 damage done by dogs; 22
wildlife; 8 livestock; 1 1 cats and 78 cats and dogs reported missing.
A total of 566 dogs were licensed in 1991. I would like to remind people






REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
1991 was a very dry and busy year for the New Hampshire Forest Fire
Service as well as local fire departments due to our increase in the number of
fires. Our three major causes of fires in 1991 were non-permit, children and
smoking materials. 450 wildland fires in New Hampshire burned approxi-
mately 150 acres for an average fire size of one-third acre.
Primarily, the local fire department is responsible for extinguishing these
fires. Keeping the average fire size this small is a tribute to early detection by
citizens, our fire tower lookout system and the quick response of our trained
local fire departments.
In every municipality, there is a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy
Wardens that are responsible for directing suppression action on wildland
fires, working with other fire department members under the direction of the
N.H. Forest Fire Semce to make sure that all fire department members are
properly trained and equipped for suppressing wildland fires. Forest Fire
Wardens and Deputy Wardens receive specialized training each year, pre-
sented by the N.H. Forest Fire Service, to keep their skill level and knowledge
of forest fire laws up to date.
The local Warden and selected Deputy Wardens are also responsible for
issuing burning permits for any open burning that is to be done in their
community. In New Hampshire, and open burning, except when the ground
is completely covered with snow, requires a written fire permit prior to
lighting the fires. Before doing any open burning, it is recommended that you
contact your local Fire department to see if a permit is required and to save
your community the cost of sending fire equipment on a false alarm. Any
person violating the permit law (RSA 224:27) shall be guilty of a misde-
meanor.
Please help your local Warden and fire department by requesting a fire
permit before kindling a fire, be understanding if they tell you it is not a safe







It's times like these that prove the true importance of the Recreation
Department. The declining economy forces people to seek out alternative
leisure activities to help reduce stress and increase the community's quality
of life.
In 199 1, the Rye Recreation Department worked hard to address these
issues. There were many new programs offered to the town's people as well
as our "old stand-bys" which continue to be successful year after year.
In the Spring, 30 children took part in the Recreation Department/ 4H
Babysitting Clinic. They received many hours of valuable training. Fourteen
of these children also received their certification in Infant-Child CPR and
First Aid.
Our 2 playgrounds were very successful, too. Jr. Playground and Summer
Playground were well attended with a total of 130 children.
Our 4th ofJuly Celebration was well attended and our town's people were
entertained by "High Jinx' Jugglers who were terrific and Rye's own Music
teacher, Ed Matthews, and his band, "Street level Swing" entertained every-
one with great music. Once again, the evening finished with a big bang with
a spectacular fireworks display. The Recreation Department also provided a
float in the Portsmouth 4th ofJuly parade which focused on welcoming our
troops home from Saudi Arabia.
For the 3rd year, the Recreation Department once again offered the 5 Star
soccer camp. This camp had 105 boys and girls between the ages of 5-13
running around the Rec field learning soccer skills from 8 coaches from all
over the world.
Christmas was a busy time around the Recreation office. We had an
evening of "Santa Calling" to the children of Rye, a Christmas House
Decorating Contest and Christmas Coloring Contest (Both judged by resi-
dents ofWebster at Rye), as well as the Rye Christmas parade. By the way, We
won 1st Place!
The following programs were offered to the community in 1991 and we
hope to continue providing a wide variety in the future. Please feel free tojoin
us for Parent-Tot Fitness, Playgroup, Craft Classes, Co-ed Volleyball, Fitness
Classes, Christmas Shopping Trip to Boston, Red Sox Field Trips, and other
special events.
For more information about Recreation programs or if you have a talent
you'd like to share, please feel free to give us a call at 964-6281.
Respectfully Submitted,
The Rye Recreation Commission
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BEACH REPORT
The summer of 1991 began early in May with 90 degree temperatures that
fluctuated between the high 70's to middle 80's through-out the balance ofthe
season and with very little rain it was ideal for all beach activities. Even the
wind cooperated by blowing from the West which accounted for the good
weather and the off-shore breeze which helped to keep the sea-weed away
from the coast line. The ocean water reached 70 degrees right on schedule,
the first week in August, as it has for the past 1 1 summers that we have been
recording this information.
In spite of the crowds brought on by the exceptional weather, we are
pleased to report we had no drownings or serious injuries.
A special thank you to everyone who visits our beaches for their coopera-
tion in helping to keep them clean and safe.
We are currently reviewing the dog ordinance as it pertains to the beaches,
for possible revision, and we would welcome your suggestions. Please write






1991 was the busiest year ever for the Rye Public Library. Circulation of
materials reached an all-time high of 62,090: 36,885 adult materials and
24,627 children's materials. Interlibrary Loans (items borrowed from and by
other libraries in the state) numbered 578, or more than 1 1 items per week.
The number of Library cardholders reached 3503 in 1991.
Staff included Kathleen Rudden, Library Director; Susan Bucklin,
Children's Librarian; Robin Leblanc, Librarian; Deanie Brownell, Marjorie
Little, Tricia Quinn,Janet Scott, Deborah Tamulit, Library Assistants; Gregg
Smyth and Susie Boyle, Pages. Faithful volunteers included Irene Maskwa,
Pam Anthony and Kay Brodhead. We said a reluctant goodbye to Teddy
Wyatt, who was an integral and valued member of the staff for many years.
She continues to help the Library as president of the Friends of the Library.
Staff attended professional workshops, classes and meetings. Kathleen
Rudden and Susan Bucklin attended the New England Library Association
Meeting in October, and the New Hampshire Library Association Spring
Conference in April. The entire staffattended the Fall Conference of the New
Hampshire Library Association in November.
Over 1,400 attended children's library programs during the year. Among
the regular offerings were Storyhours; Parents 8c Terrific Two-Year-Olds;
afternoon movies; and visits to and from schools and other groups. Special
events included "Here Comes Trouble", performed by Ha' Penny Theater; a
party in honor of author Roald Dahl; a chocolate-making party; a sand
sculpture party at the beach; and summer evening family read-alouds. 157
children took part in the 1991 "Some Enchanted Reading: summer reading
program, during which they corresponded about books with "Jake", Rye
Public Library's Dargon-in-Residence.
Adult programming served 200 people in 1991. "Consider the Source: Old
Tales Retold", a reading discussion series, was held in the spring, sponsored
by the New Hampshire Humanities Council. In the fall, the New England
Humanities Council helped us to offer another series, "Yankees &: Strangers:
the New England Town from 1636 to 1992." Both were excellent programs
and were well attended.
The staff is getting ready to automate some of the functions of the librai-)',
such as circulation and the catalog. In preparation an inventoiy and barcode
labelling project has begun and is progressing well. Books withdrawn from
our collection have been given to the Rye Elementary School (thanks to Pam
Jautaikis, School Librarian) and sent to Nicaragua for distribution there.
Many community members helped the library a great deal in 1 99 1 . Thanks
are due to Jeanne and David Short for their generous help in the Christmas
Parade. Peter Case, former trustee, mowed the Library lawn and trimmed
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bushes during the warm weather, and helped to shovel snow from the walk
during the cold weather. Our Teddy Bear's Picnic was a success due to the
efforts of many wonderful volunteers. Eagle Scout Mike Passero organized
the preparatory steps for our project to renovate the Children's Room and to
provide handicap accessibility.
The Friends of the Library continue to be a great support by helping
around the Library and by contributions from their fundraiser, the annual
Book and Bake Sale. This year their contributions enabled us to place a
computer in the Children's Room which can be used for research and word
processing. We also thank Mrs. Teddy Wyatt, who suggested that funds
donated in memory ofher husband, Roy Wyatt, be used to purchase a special





RYE PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUSTEE'S REPORT
1991 saw continued growth in the Rye Public Library, with circulation up
over eight per cent. The Staff and Trustees feel this is in part due to the local
economic conditions; perhaps families will borrow books instead of buying
them, and also due to the especially terrificjob done in children's program-
ming.
This June, we celebrated the 80th anniversary of the Rye Public Library
with a little birthday celebration, complete with cake and a plaque commemo-
rating the Librarians who have served the library over the eighty years.
Much of the Trustees energy this year has been devoted to fund raising,
and the impending renovations to the ground floor to move the children's
collection across the hall, and to make the library handicap accessible. InJuly
the fourth annual Teddy Bear's Picnic, held at Parson's Field was another
huge success. The end ofJuly, the Trustees honored local citizen Elizabeth A.
Greene for her contributions to our community, and held a reception in her
honor. The fall focused us back on the issue on the renovations, and wrapping
up plans to begin construction. We are excited about the space which we will
gain, and the population which we will be able to serve with the installation
of the new mechanical lift. All renovations should be completed by early
spring.
The Trustees welcomed Mark Epply to the board in late spring. Mark filled
the vacancy left by Peter Case s resignation and has been a valuable and well
respected Trustee in his short term.
The Trustees also wish to thank Kathleen Rudden, Susan Bucklin, and
their Staffwho have done an outstandingjob this year, our busiest ever, with
only the addition of one part time assistant. We have had many compliments
this year on the way the Staffhas assisted the public. We urge those ofyou who
have not used the Rye Public Library in many years to come it and see all the
library has to offer.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan M. Moynahan
Chairman, Board of Trustees
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PLANNING BOARD REPORT
During 1991 the Planning Board had 12 formal applications presented.
The applications and decisions were as follows:
Helen Kacoyanis/Silvio Balzano, 10 Cole Noyes Avenue, Lot Line Elimi-
nation, Granted.
Thomas Hague, 808 Washington Road, 2 Lot Subdivision, Granted.
Seacoast Pools, 50 Lafayette Road, Site Review, Ongoing.
Heidi & James Fardelman, 120 Brackett Road, 2 Lot Subdivision, Not
Accepted.
Bert Ham, Sagamore Road, 10 Lot Subdivision, Denied.
McLean Subaru, 14 Sagamore Road, Site Review, Approved.
Chris 8c Robert Metivier, 75 Grove Road, 2 Lot Subdivision, Approved.
Shanahan/Brown, 595 Central Road, Lot Line Revision, Approved
Featherbed Assoc, 1000 Washington Road, Site Review, Ongoing.
Goyette/Concannon, 24 Locke Road, 2 Lot Subdivision, Deferred for
Board of Adjustment action.
Bruce Graves, 192 Wentworth Road, Site Review, Unfinished.
Scruton/Ceely, 711 Brackett Road, Lot Line Revision, Granted.
During 1991 the Planning Board also spent a considerable amount oftime
reviewing proposed changes to the Land Development Regulations. After
Public Hearing, the Board approved several new regulations which will aid
the Board in the performance of its duties.
In March of 1991 the Board presented the following proposed amend-
ments to the Town voters which were approved:
(1) Adoption of a new Coastal Area Overlay District which provides
protection over proposed development in order to lessen the poten-
tial impact in the coastal area.
(2) A clarification of the definitions of "dwelling" and "dwelling unit" to
clarify that motel and tourist camp units and other similar commercial
accommodations are not dwelling units.
(3) Amendment to the official Zoning Map to relocate the boundary of
the Commercial District at 1245 Washington Road to the easterly
property line of the parcel so that it no longer splits the parcel.
(4) Adoption of the Interim Growth Ordinance which restricted seasonal
conversions in 1991 in areas to be served by the new sewers so that the
Planning Board could prepare permanent regulations for seasonal
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conversion which protect the Town from uncontrolled intensification
of properties along its coastline. On the 1992 Town Ballot is a
Seasonal Conversion proposal which sets forth minimum standards
for conversion along our coast, and we ask for your support of this
amendment.
In 1992 the Planning Board will begin a review to update our Master Plan
in order to determine which changes are necessary through natural change
and which changes are required by law. We will be forming long-range
planning committees to study many issues facing Rye's future, and we would
welcome any and all participation from the citizens of Rye.
Respectfully Submitted,
BrendaJ. Semprini , Chairman
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BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT REPORT
The Board of Adjustment consists of five members appointed by the
Selectmen for varying terms of three years each. The members for this year
are Chairman, Lee Seaver; Clerk, Jo Catalino; David Wajda, David Rosania,
and Frank Drake.
Regular meetings are scheduled for the first Tuesday ofeach month in the
Court Room at the Town Hall for the purpose of acting on appeals from the
terms of the Zoning Ordinance
The public is invited to our meetings. We will continue to hear each appeal
on its merits and render decisions which we believe to be in the best interest





1991 was a challenging year for the Rye Ambulance Corps. During the
course of the year we responded to 271 calls for medical aid. We'd like to
express our thanks to the Rye Fire and Police Departments for their assistance
in dispatching the ambulance and helping out at the scene whenever asked.
Perhaps the greatest challenge the ambulance corp has faced in 1991 is not
in the treatment of medical emergencies, but rather in the continuing lack of
willing volunteers. In the past few years we have had several members move
out of the area and we have not had new volunteers willing to take their place.
As a result, for the first time ever the ambulance corps has had to hire
personnel from the area to assist with weekend coverage. Our pool of
volunteers has dwindled and to be fair to them and their families it was
necessary to make this move. The result of this hiring and having to pay for
our own insurance coverage is an anticipated financial shortfall of $32,759.
In order to make up this shortfall we have submitted a warrant article to be
voted on at the 1992 town meeting.
The members of the ambulance corps enjoy what we do and find it
immensely rewarding to be able to bring some help and comfort to people at
a time of need. Having to come before the town with a financial request has
not been an easy decision, but it is a financial reality.
As we look towards the future it is obvious that there is a need for others
in the town to step forward and be willing to help. Ifseveral new peoplejoined
the corps, our manpower situation would quickly begin to take care of itself.
The result being an ambulance corps better able to serve Rye in the future and
likely reduced future budgetary needs.
We would ask that any person interested in gaining more information about
the corps, please see anymember ofour organization. Ifyou leave your name and
phone number at the fire station we would be happy to get in touch with you.
Our thanks to the members of our Board of Directors for their fine
leadership and to the many citizens of Rye who have expressed their support
for us in the course of this past year.
I would like to take this opportunity to remind everyone that the Rye
Ambulance Corps, Inc. is a nonprofit, private organization, dedicated to
serving the emergency medical needs of the town of Rye. The members of the
Corps thank you for your continued generosity and support.
In order to make ourjob easier and save precious time in an emergency, I'd
like to remind you ofthe need to have yourhousenumber displayed in an obxious
location on your house. Your cooperation in this matter is greatly appreciated.
Through the dedication and commitment of our volunteers and govern-
ing Board of Directors, we will continue to provide quality emergency






1991 was a busy year for our board. We reviewed thirteen dredge and fill
permits. All but two we approved with conditions. A lot of time was spent on
site walks along the oceanfront which sustained an unusual amount of
damage due to the strong storms and related high tides we had this year.
We are still having problems with people starting wetlands related projects
without the proper permitting. We had hoped that by communicating more
closely with the other land use boards that we could eliminate some of the
confusion. We are presently working on a handout for wetlands applications
and timber cutting. These handouts will take each applicant through the
permitting process from start to finish and should further eliminate confu-
sion. It is our hope to have these available after the new zoning changes so that
they will be up to date.
Our work on the marshes was slowed in order to stop, step back, and take
a hard look at what direction we were going. With the help ofJohn Roanowicz
and Balsams Engineering we were able to set priorities and start a master plan
for restoring our ever important marshes. Two of our biggest priorities are
to restore tidal flushing by cleaning out channels and waterways, and to get
phragmites under control by cutting and spraying. We will be enlisting the aid
of the Shock Incarceration Troops (which were relocated to Laconia this last
year) and any volunteers we can muster.
Within the last few years we have noticed a dramatic increase in the
number of deer in town. Trying to prevent overcrowding, overbrowsing,
property damage, lyme disease, and increased road kills, we sponsored two
deer hunting hearings to inform the public of some of these problems. We
thank the Fish and Game Department for coming out in force to answer
questions and make recommendations as to ways of holding the deer
population to an acceptable level. We would also like to thank Doc Olsen,
Herb Drake, and Ritchie White for their help on the panel. Last year also saw
an increase in moose sightings and even one moose road kill. Our board
attained deer crossing signs which were put up to warn people of the danger
spots. Please be careful driving in these areas especially at night.
One ofour most important achievements was to finally come to terms with
the bank and the Land Conservation Investment Program (L.C.I. P.) on the
purchase of the Adams Tract (58.7 acres) located between Sagamore Road,
Pioneer Road along Berry's Brook. We agreed to a price of two hundred
thousand dollars ($200,000): one hundred and twenty thousand dollars
($120,000) to be paid by the Town of Rye and, eighty thousand dollars
($80,000) to be paid by the L.C.I. P. As of this writing there are still a few small
details to iron out, but we are hoping for a closing in early February. This long
sought after piece of land will be a welcome addition to our lands open to
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public use, as one of the most valuable natural resources in Rye.
We welcome to the Commission full time members Ritchie White and
Kennard Lang, and an alternate member, Pat Anderson. The Commission
would like to thank Susan Kutzleb and Susan Elsea, who stepped down this
year, for their years of service on the board.
I would like to thank all of the members of the board for their time and
support. I would also like to thank the Selectmen and their staff for all their
help and support in Conservation issues. Environmental issues will continue
to be in the forefront. Our board is the most directly involved with these
issues. We encourage anyone from the Town of Rye to contact the commis-




HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION REPORT
The Rye Historic District includes four areas in the Town of Rye. One area
extends along Washington Road from the west end of Grange Park to the
intersection of Central Road including 500 feet either side of the road
centerline. It also includes the State ofNew Hampshire Isles ofShoals islands,
the Brackett Road Massacre Site, and the Cable House located at 20 Old
Beach Road.
The Commission is responsible for preserving the buildings within the
District, encouraging their maintenance, insuring that new structures and
alterations to existing structures are in visual harmony with their neighbors,
and reviewing new uses of land or buildings within the District. The purpose
is to presei~ve thehistory oftheTown of Rye, maintain property values, foster
civic beauty, strengthen the local economy, and provide an opportunity to
benefit the education, pleasure, and welfare of all Rye citizens.
The Commission meets and consults as needed to fulfill its' mission. It
worked closely with several groups during the design process on several
projects. The Rye Junior High School administration and a student; Terry
Allen, worked closely with the Commission in designing a sign for the Rye
Junior High School. The Rye Library has been consulting the Commission on
the visual impact ofa proposed handicapped access ramp for the library. The
First National Bank of Portsmouth reviewed repairs to the Rye Branch
building to insure that the building looked the same after the repairs. The
Commission also worked with the Rye Conservation Commission and the
Rye Historical Society to assure the preservation of the Brackett Road
Massacre Site as it had been intended.
The Commission continues to focus on issues at Parsons Field. It worked
closely with Mrs. Tobey to define the wording for the dedication plaque and
supported the warrant article that was passed at Town Meeting. It continues
to review the use of signs at Parsons Field and plans another Public Hearing
to elicit public comment.
The impact of the development of Pease Air Force Base on the Rye
Historic District is of concern to the Commission, especially the effects of
noise. The Chairman represented the Commission at the Rye meeting of the
Pease Development Authority in January. The possible impact of develop-
ment will be monitored.
The Rye Historic District Commission serves not only as a review board
but also as a forum for public comment on each project. The public is
welcome to attend all Commission meetings. All property owners and Rye
Town officials are encouraged to review projects with the Commission from
the early stages, when changes are easiest. A major project for 1992 will be to
review the application of the sign ordinance within the Historic District.
Public comments and suggestions are welcome.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard E. Kutzleb, Chairman
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BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
^vitNue
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
RYE N.H
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1 , 1 932. to December 31,1
9
9? or for Fiscal Year
From 19 to 19
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5
Budget Committee: (Please sign in ink)
Ĵl£^
't^i^^Ji^fi. A^






LOCAL GO\'EENMENTAL UNIT; ryk . nfw HaMPgHTPP
FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31 , 19 92
10% Limitation per RSA 32:8
1. Total Amt. recoimended by Budget Cannittee 3,122,013
LESS EXCLUSIONS:
2. Principal: Long-Term Bonds & Notes '
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes '
4. Capital Outlays funded frcm Long-Tenn
Bonds & Notes per PSA 33:8 & 33:7-b i
5. Amount recaimended-collective bargaining
cost items ~
6. Amount recotroended-water & waste treatment
facilities ordered by water supply &
pollution control :
7. Mandatory Assessments S
8. :
9. Total Exclusions (sum of rows 2-8)
10, Amount Reconmended less Exclusions
(Line 1 less line 9) 2.911 .982
11. 10% of Amount Reconmended less Exclusions
(Line 10 times .10) $ 291 , 198
12. Add Total Amount Recomtiended by Budget
Canmittee Less Exclusions (line 10) $ 2,911 ,982
13. Add Amount that is collective bargaining
cost items per RSA 32:8-a $
14. Add Amount that is VTater & waste treatment
facilities ordered by Water Supply &
Pollution Control per RSA 32:10-b $
15. Maximum Amount That May be Appropriated
(Sum of rows 11-14) 3,203. 180
5 164,
TOWN WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Rye, in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town
affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Rye Elementary
School in said Rye on Tueeday, the 10th day of March, 1992, next,
at nine o'clock in the forenoon until seven o'clock in the evening
to vote on the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To choose a Moderator for two (2) years, two (2)
Selectmen for three (3> years, a Town Clerk/Tax Collector for one
(1) year, a Cemetery Trustee for three (3) years, a Supervisor of
the Checklist for six (6) years, a Library Trustee for three (3)
years, a Trustee of Trust Funds for three (3) years, a Budget
Committee Member for one (1) year, two (2) Budget Committee Members
for three (3) years, two (2) Planning Board Members for three (3)
years.
ARTICLE 2. To choose all necessary officers for the Rye School
District in accordance with the statutory procedure adopted by said
District at its March 1962 annual meeting.
ARTICLE 3. On petition of Douglas Abrams and at least 112
other voters of the Town of Rye "Are you in favor of decreasing the
Board of Selectmen to 3 members ( RSA 41:a-d)?''
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Rye Zoning
Ordinance to wit:
AMENDMENT NO. 1. Condominium Conversion
SECTION 503: CONDOMINIUM CONVERSION is hereby amended as follows:
I. Amend Section 503.1 as follows:
503.1 Permitted By Special Exception : In any district
conversion of existing dwelling units and buildings
allowed by Sec. 503.
4
to condominium ownership shall be
permitted as a special exception granted by the Board of
Adjustment, only if all the provisions herein are met.
(Note: New language underlined)
II. Add a new Sec. 503.4 as follows:
503. 4 Motel and Tourist Camp Units
Within the Coastal Area District only, motels and tourist
camps may be converted and/or redeveloped to residential use
in the condominium form of ownership by special exception
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subject to the foregoing provisions of this section (except
Sec. 503.3 A.) and subject, in addition, to the following
requirements
:
A. The motel or tourist camp must be existent as of
March 12, 1991.
B. The entire development shall be converted.
C. The residential density shall not exceed the
following limitations, which the Planning Board has
determined fairly reflect the existing developed
density of various coastal neighborhoods. This
density shall include all units converted under
either Sec. 503. 3 or Sec. 503. 4, and it shall be










D. In no case shall there be a greater number of
residential units on a parcel than the number of units
which predated the conversion.
E. Sufficient sewage treatment capacity shall be
available for lots within the Town's Sewer Service
Area. For other lots, a state approved on-site waste
disposal system shall be required.
F. Site Plan review approval shall be obtained from
the Rye Planning Board.
Section 503. 4 shall not be construed as conflicting with
Sections 601, 602 of the Zoning Ordinance, and Sections 601
and 602 shall not be applied to prevent a conversion which
complies with the above criteria.
AMENDMENT NO. 2. Building Permit Fees
Delete 801.2 Building Permit Fees to delete in its entirety
Section 801.2 A and B, and re-number Sec. 801 sub sections
accordingly.
Note ; This amendment will be effective only if the Town
Meeting adopts the proposed warrant article authorizing the
Selectmen to establish or amend fees pursuant to RSA 41:9-a.
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AMENDHENT NO. 3. Revised Parking Requirements
Amend S 500 OFF-STREET PARKING AND LOADING, as follows:
S 500. 1 - Unchanged
S 500.2 - Delete in its entirety and replace with the following:
S 500. 2 Minimum Number of Parking Spaces . The number of
parking spaces required by the "Table of Minimum Off-Street
Parking Requirements" shall be provided for: (1) any new
building, structure or land use; (2) any existing dwelling
enlarged by more than twenty-five percent (25%); (3) any
existing dwelling or other building in which new dwelling
units are built; (4) any conversion of seasonal dwelling
units to year-round occupancy; (5) condominium conversions;
and, (6) any expansion or change of use of a non-residential
or multi-family building, structure or site.
A. All required parking shall be provided on the same lot
or on abutting lots under common ownership. Parking
spaces shall have adequate and safe driveways and means
of circulation and shall have access/egress to the
street on which the lot has frontage without crossing
other lots.
B. Parking requirements for uses not listed in the "Table
of Minimum Off-Street Parking Requirements" shall be
based upon the requirements for the most similar listed
use in the table.
C. For mixed uses the parking requirement shall be
determined by the sum of the requirements for component
uses. Examples: shopping centers, office parks with
general and medical offices, auto sales and service
establishments, etc.
D. The Planning Board may require additional parking
during site plan review if it determines that
application of the "Table of Minimum Off-Street
Parking Requirements" will not provide adequate off-
street parking. However, the Planning Board shall not
allow fewer parking spaces than required by the table.







2 per d. u.
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Dwelling units (d.u. 's) in
mixed-use structure 1.5 per d.u.
TABLE OF MINIMUM OFF-STREET PARKING REQUIREMENTS
Units of Parking Spaces
Type of Use Measurement Per Unit (i.e. Ratio)
RESIDENTIAL
Elderly housing Dwelling units 0.
5
Group residence Residents 0. 33
Minimum Number of
Type of Use Required Parking Spaces
RESIDENTIAL
Mobile home 2
Home occupation 1 per 100 s. f
.




sanitarium 1 per 2 beds
Church, places of public assembly, 1 per every 5 seats
theatre, auditorium or 1 per each 100 sf
(if no seats)
Libraries, museums, 1 per every 400 sf
community centers gross floor area
Membership club 1 per every 200 sf
gross floor area
SCHOOLS
Elementary, junior high 4 per classroom
Senior high 2 per classroom plus
1 per 5 students
Day care, pre-school 1 per employee plus
1 per 6 children in
maximum session
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TABLE OF MINIMUM OFF-STREET PARKING REQUIREMENTS
COMMERCIAL
Motel, hotel
Lodging house, tourist home,













1.0 per rental unit




2 plus 1 per rental
unit
1 per 3 seats, plus
1 per employee on
maximum shift plus
1 per 2 barstools.
1 per 2 seats plus
1 per each employee
on maximum shift ; or
1 per 50 sf of gross
floor area,
whichever is greater
1 per 100 sf gross
floor area; or 5 per
doctor, whichever is
greater
1 per 250 sf gross




1 per 300 sf or 1
per employee, which-
ever is greater
1 per 200 sf of
gross sales area
plus 1 per 600 sf
of storage area plus
restaurant component
if applicable
1 per 600 sf gross
floor area
1 per 250 sf gross
floor area
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TABLE OF MINIMUM OFF-STREET PARKING REQUIREMENTS
Minimum Number of
Type of Use Required Parking Spaces
COMMERCIAL
Bank 1 per 300 sf gross
floor area
Automobile sales 1 per 300 sf gross
floor area
Automobile service 4 per service bay
Bowling alley 4 per lane
Health club, fitness center, 1 per 3 persons
racquet club capacity; or 1 per





Outdoor display area 1 per 1000 sf gross
or outdoor storage area
Funeral home 1 per 100 sf of
assembly areas and
viewing rooms but no
fewer than 10
INDUSTRIAL
Warehouse, truck terminal 1 per employee on
maximum shift; or 1
per 1000 sf gross
floor area,
whichever is greater
Manufacturing 1 per employee on
maximum shift; or 1




TABLE OF MINIMUM OFF-STREET PARKING REQUIREMENTS
Units of Parking Spaces
Type of Use Measurement Per Unit (i.e. Ratio)
RECREATION
Bowling alley Lane 4.
Golf driving range Tees & employees 1.0 per tee;
1.0 per employee
Miniature golf Holes 1.
5




Swimming pools Water area 1.0 per 75 sf
Skating rink Rink area 1.0 per 300 sf
Marina Berths (slips) 1.5 - at least 10'/.
of spaces largeenough to
accommodate cars &
trailers
Racquet courts Courts 4.
Community center Gross floor area 1.0 per 250 sf or
Recreation center or patrons at 1.0 per 4 patrons
Amusement center maximum capacity (whichever is
greater
)




S 500.3 - Delete paragraph A so that section now reads:
500.3 Location of Parking Spaces : No off-street parking
shall be located within the required front yard area nor
within ten (10) feet of any lot line in any district.
S 500. 4 - Delete in its entirety.
S 500.5 - Re-index to S 500.4.
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AMENDMENT NO. 4. Cease and Desist Orders
To amend Sec. 803.2 of the Zoning Ordinance as follows:
803.2 Cease and Desist Orders : The Building Inspector may
issue violation and cease and desist orders, including cease
and desist orders permitted by RSA 676;17-a, as amended.
personally, or by Town Counsel on his request, and further
either the Building Inspector or the Selectmen in his stead
as to enforcement hereof only, shall make such orders and
decisions, and take any and all actions as may be deemed by
him, or them, to be reasonably necessary to prevent
violation of this Ordinance, as well as to secure the intent
of this Ordinance.
( Note ; new language underlined.
)
AMENDMENT NO. 5. Business Districts
To amend Sec. 210 of the Rye Zoning Ordinance to change certain
retail, restaurant and tourist accommodation uses from uses
permitted by special exception to uses permitted by right, provided
said use receives Site Review approval from the Planning Board as
follows
:
210. 1 Permitted Uses . In a B District the following uses are
permitted
:
A. Any use permitted in any residential district, including
accessory uses so authorized and subject to all limitations
there applicable.
B. Retail establishment for the sale of groceries, dry goods, and
other items commonly related to the retail grocery business.
C. Drug stores, barber shop, beauty parlor, tailor shop, TV
service, retailing of toys and hobby crafts, bicycle shop
and other similar uses.
D. Gift, novelty and sports shops.
E. Restaurant, tearoom, ice cream shop, or similar place
serving food or beverage.
F. Motel, tourist camp, lodging house, and hotel, but only in
accordance with the provisions of Section 504 of this
Ordinance, insofar as applicable.
210.2 Uses Permitted by Special Exception ; In a Business Zone
the following uses are permitted by Special Exception:
A. Greenhouse or horticultural enterprises.
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B. Hospital, convalescent or nursing home, home for the elderly,
religious or educational institutions.
C. Municipal use.
D. Public utility building or use necessary to the public
welfare.
E. Membership club.
F. Condominium conversions in accordance with Sec. 503.
G. Mobile homes in accordance with Sec. 400.
H. Quarries, pits and turf farms in accordance with Sec. 502.
I. Any use of the same general character as any of the uses
herein allowed.
210. 3 Dimensional Requirements .
Retype A-E as is.
Add: "F. If applicable, the buffer requirements of 202.10 shall
apply.
"
AMENDMENT NO. 6. One Building - One Lot Rule
Amend Sec. 202.4 so that the "one building - One lot rule" is only
applicable to the residential districts, as follows:
Delete existing language:
202. 4 Lots : Every building hereafter erected shall be
located on a lot herein defined, and in no case shall
there be more than one (1) building on one lot, except
as hereinafter provided.
New language ;
202. 4 Lots : In the Single Residence and General Residence
Districts only, there shall be no more than one (1) principal
building on one (1) lot.
AMENDMENT NO. 7. Building Permits Required
Amend the existing section to read as follows:
801.1 Building Permits Required
No land shall hereafter be used for building or development,
and no building, structure, or subsurface waste disposal
system hereafter erected, enlarged, demolished or moved, in
whole or in part for any purpose, until a building permit
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shall have been issued by the Building Inspector. Said permit
shall indicate the proposed use and/or development of the
land, building, structure or subsurface waste disposal system,
and that said use complies with the provisions of this
Ordinance.
General maintenance and/or repairs of said structure, building
or subsurface water disposal system costing less than S500
shall not require a building permit.
NOTE: Amount is presently $1,500.
AHENDHENT #8 RE: MERGER
To amend Sec. 601. 1 "Non-Contiguous Lot Rule" by changing the title
to "Merger Rule;" by breaking the existing text into subsections;
and by adding clarifying provisions, as follows:
601. 1 Mon Contiguouo Lot Merger Rule:
Such lot must be in separate ownership and not adjoining
with other lots in the same ownership.
A. If two or more adjoining lots, in single or joint
ownership and of record at the time this ordinance
takes effect, do not meet the requirements for lot area
or frontage or depth established by this Ordinance, the
lots involved shall be considered as a single undivided
lot of record for the purposes of this Ordinance. In the
event that vacant undeveloped land is located between
two developed lots, said vacant land shall be joined
evenly with the developed lots.
B. Developed ad.joininq lots shall not be merged under this
provision unless the uses of such developed lots are
accessory to each other. Examples of such accessory
uses include, but are not limited to: (1) a dwelling
on one lot and a garage, barn or shed on an adjoining
lot: (2) a tourist cabin business occupying adjoining
lots; and (3) a motel on one lot and a restaurant on
the adjoining lot; where both are operated as one
integrated business premises.
C. No structure or building shall be erected on any non-
conforming lot if the owner of said lot owns any adjoining
vacant land which would create a more conforming lot if said
vacant land were combined with the lot deficient in area.
D. Where a question exists as to applicability of this
merger rule, the Planning Board shall make the
administrative determination.
(Note: New language underlined, deleted language struck over. )
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AHENDHENT NO. 9 SEASONAL CONVERSION.
Add a new Sec. 202.11 to the Rye Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Sec. 202.11 Conversion of Seasonal Dwelling Units;
Conversion of existing seasonal dwelling units shall be
allowed in all zoning districts provided that:
A. There shall be a minimum lot size 7, 000 s. f . per
dwelling unit;
B. There shall be a minimum of 600 s. f . ground floor area
per dwelling unit;
C. There shall be State and/or Town approved septic system
or Town sewer with sufficient capacity available;
D. There shall be two (2) off street parking spaces per
dwelling unit;
E. Inspection and approval shall be obtained from the Rye
Fire Department for heating system.
F. Water lines shall be located 4 feet underground or
insulated to prevent freezing; and
G. An occupancy permit shall be obtained from the Town of
Rye.
AHENDHENT #10.
Section 203 of the Rye Zoning Ordinance entitled Single Family
Residence ( SR ) Districts and hereby amended to add the
following Section 203.1 <G) to the list of permitted uses and
re-letter the present subsections G and H to H and I
respectively
:
Section 203. 1 <G)
Golf course use, provided that such use constitutes a minimum
of 5, 000 yards and occupies a minimum of 60 acres.
AHENDHENT #11. EDITORIAL CHANGES.
(1) Amend Section 202.3 F to change lot area and depth
requirements for lots in the Industlrial District as follows:
F. Area of Lot
;
No building shall be erected on a lot containing
less than ^iftoon th c wc an d » 15, 000) forty-four thousand
( 44, 000
)
square feet. The frontage of any lot shall be at
least "lOO 150 feet, and the depth of any lot shall be at least
•te^ 150 feet.
NOTE: New language underlined, deleted language struck over.
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<2) Amend Section 301.3 Disputes About Wetlands Boundaries by
deleting "Qualified Soil Scientist is interpreted to mean a person
qualified in soil classification and who is recommended or approved
by the Rockingham County Conservation District Supervisors. " and
inserting in place thereof "Qualified Soil Scientist is interpreted
to mean a person qualified in soil classification and who is
licensed by the State of N. H. "
(3) Amend Section 702. 1 Filing of Appeals by deleting "of twenty
dollars ($20.00)." in order to remove outdated amount of filing
fee.
(4) Remove definition of Base Flood, Floodproofing, Flood,
Floodplain and remove all references to Floodplain Hazard District
wherever it appears.
NOTE: Flood Hazard District is now a separate ordinance with its
own definition section.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Building Code
of Rye, NH to wit:
AMENDMENT 12. ADOPTION OF BOCA NATIONAL BUILDING CODE
As authorized by RSA 674:52, the Building Code of Rye, New
Hampshire, hereinafter "Code" is hereby amended to adopt by
reference the BOCA National Building Code, hereinafter "BOCA Code.
"
A. Full Title of Code.
The BOCA Code which is adopted by reference is:
The BOCA National Building Code, Eleventh Edition, 1990,
as published by the Building Officals and Code
Administrators, Inc.
B. Exceptions to BOCA Code.
There are no local insertions in, deletions from or exceptions
to the above-cited BOCA National Building Code, except as
follows
:
1. The enforcement penalties and remedies of the BOCA
Code are not adopted. Enforcement penalties and
remedies shall be as provided RSA 676:15-17.
Further, Section 4 of the Code is hereby amended to
the extent necessary to incorporate all of the
enforcement provisions, fines and civil penalities
allowed by RSA 576:15-17 and any future amendments
thereof.
2. Any provision of the BOCA Code which conflicts with
the Rye Zoning Ordinance or with State regulations
shall not apply.
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3. Sections 123.0 and 124.0 of the BOCA Code relative to
"Board of Survey" and "Board of Appeals,
respectively, are not adopted.
C. Local Provisions Different From BOCA Code.
The following provisions of the BOCA Code and different from
the local code. On these matters the local Code shall
govern.
1. BOCA Sec. 623. 9. 1 requires a 4 feet high enclosure
around swimming pool. The local Code requires a 5
feet high enclosure.
2. BOCA Sec. 112.2 invalidates a buiding permit if work
has not commenced within 6 months. The Rye Zoining
Ordinance provides one year for work to commence
pursuant to a building permit, and permits may be
renewed once for an additonal year.
D. Conflicts.
If there are any other conflicts between the BOCA Code and
the local Code other than those noted in B and C, above,
the stricter requirement shall govern.
E. Simplified Adopt.ion of Updates or Revisions.
In accordance with RSA 674:52 (VI), the nationally recognized
code hereby adopted by reference may be amended to substitute
revised versions of said nationally recognized code (or
revised parts thereof) for previously adopted versions
following a public hearing by the Planning Board, approval
by the Selectmen and recording by the Town Clerk.
*»•»«•*•••«***«»•»«•«#»*»»•
You are hereby further notified to adjourn to meet at the Rye
Junior High School on the fourteenth day of March, next, at nine-
thirty o'clock in the forenoon, to vote upon the following
subjects
:
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of sixteen thousand dollars ($16,000) for the purpose of
purchasing computer equipment, (hardware and software), to be used
jointly by the Fire and Police Departments.
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of
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constructing a boat launch area to be located off Route lA on town
property on the north side of Pine Tree Bridge to include a launch
ramp and a parking area subject to state and local regulations, and
to raise and appropriate eight thousand dollars (S8,000) to be
deposited in this fund and to designate the Selectmen to expend.
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 8. On petition of Robert J. Whittet and at least 84
other voters of the Town of Rye, to see if the Town of Rye will
raise and appropriate the sum of thirty two thousand seven hundred
fifty nine dollars ($32,759) to assist the Rye Ambulance Corps,
Inc. a non-profit volunteer organization, in providing emergency
service to the citizens of Rye; and to indicate to the selectmen,
town approval for continuing financial support for the ambulance
service.
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 9. On petition of John C. Squires and at least 30
other voters of the Town of Rye, to see if the Town will vote to
create a Capital Reserve fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for
the purpose of constructing a new Safety Building to be known as
the Safety Building Capital Reserve fund and to raise and
appropriate twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) to be deposited
in this fund and to designate the Selectmen to expend.
THIS ARTICLE IS NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTE
ARTICLE 10. On petition of David A. Dawley and at least 35
other voters of the Town of the Rye, to see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of Eight Thousand Dollars ($8,000)
of which Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000) will be reimbursed by a
grant from the New Hampshire Coastal Zone Management Program for
the purpose of developing a management plan to preserve and protect
the Berrys Brook--Bellyhack Bog Watershed area.
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to accept the budget
submitted by the Budget Committee and pass any vote in relation
thereto, and to raise and appropriate such sums of money as may be
necessary to defray town charges for the calendar year 1992.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to amend the RYE PARKING
ORDINANCES to include no parking on the south side of Marsh Road,
no parking at the "T" at the end of Alehson Street, and no parking
on both sides of South Road from Route lA west 600 feet.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote, pursuant to RSA 41:9-a.,
to authorize the Board of Selectmen to establish or amend fees for:
(1) the issuance of any licenses or permits that are part of any
regulatory program which has been established by vote of the Town;
and (2) the use or occupancy of any public revenue-producing
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facility established by vote of the Town. Such fees and the notice
and hearing requirements for establishment thereof shall conform to
thp requirements of RSA 41:9-a, as amended.
ARTICLE 14. On petition of James Drake Brown and at least 32
other voters of the Town of Rye to authorize the Selectmen to
accept on behalf of the Town of Rye a road known as DRAKE LANE,
this being a road completed in accordance with the Rye Planning
Board approved specifications, on Plan No. 83441, entitled
Subdivision Plan for Oliver
,
Southworth and Brown, Locke Road
at Ocean Boulevard. The Rye Public Works director has confirmed
that said road is in conformity with specifications controlling
construction of new roads in Rye, New Hampshire.
ARTICLE 15. On petition of Elizabeth M. Yeaton and at least 28
other voters of the Town of Rye: Are you in favor of offering the
full-time elected officials of the Town of Rye a full benefit
package equal to that offered all other full time Town Hall
employees? This package presently includes Health and Dental
insurance. Retirement Fund, Life Insurance, Vacation and Sick
Leave, Personal days and Longevity.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to adopt revisions to the
current Town Dump Regulations (on file at the Town Clerk's Office)
as proposed by the Recycling Committee and approved by the Board of
Selectmen at their February 3, 1992 meeting. A copy of the
proposed revisions are on file at the Town Clerk's Office.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to allow a five percent
( 5X ) discount on all property taxes paid within thirty days from
the date of mailing of tax bills.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell to the highest bidder at public auction or sealed
bid such surplus Town equipment as is not traded in on new
equipment in 1992.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept on behalf of the town gifts, legacies and
devises made to the Town in trust for any public purpose, as is
permitted under RSA 31:19.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to convey any real estate acquired by the Town by tax
collector's deed. Such conveyance shall be by deed following a
public auction, or the property may be sold by advertised sealed
bids, or may be otherwise disposed of as justice may require
pursuant to RSA 80:80.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without further action
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by the Town Meeting, money from the state, federal or governmental
unit or private sources which becomes available during the fiscal
year. Pursuant to NH RSA 31:95-b.
ARTICLE 23. To transact any other business which may legally come
before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this twelfth day of February in the
year of our Lord, nineteen hundered and ninety two.




PAULA S. SNYDER, Selectman
f /^c^^^^
HERBERT R. DRAKE, Selectman





^r^y^ f/ .. Zl. ^-Uj^t^
PkULk S. SNYDER, Selectman
IRBERT R. drake; Selectman
We herby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within
named, to meet at the times and places and for the purpose within
mentioned, by posting up an attested copy of the within WARRANT at
the places of meeting within named and a like attested copy at the
RYE POST OFFICE and the RYE PUBLIC LIBRARY, being public places in
said Town, on the 24th day of February, 1991.
DONALD L. STEVENS, Selectman
lENRY M. CAVARETTA, Selectman
PAULA S. SNYDER, Selectman
HERBERT R. DRAKE, Selectman
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193 North Main Street Concord, N.H. 03301 (603)225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Rye
Rye, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements and the
combining and individual fund financial statements of the Town of Rye as of
and for the year ended December 31, 1991, as listed in the table of contents.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be
included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount
that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is not
known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Assets Account Group
results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above paragraph,
the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of the Town of Rye as of
December 31, 1991, and the results of its operations (and cash flows of
nonexpendable trust funds) for the year then ended in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles. Also, in our opinion, the combining
and individual fund financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of each of the individual funds
of the Town as of December 31, 1991, and the results of operations of such






Combined Balance Sheet - All Fund Types and Account Groups
December 31, 1991
Governmental Fund Types
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Escrow and Performance Deposits
Deferred Tax Revenues
Bond Anticipation Notes Payable











Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds










Proceeds of Long-Term Debt
















Total Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Fund Balances - January 1 (As Restated)







































































Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual
General and Special Revenue Funds

































Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Fund Balances - January 1 (As Restated)

































Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Fund Balance
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds














Statement of Cash Flows
All Noaexpendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1991
Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Cash Received From Customers and Users
Cash Paid to Suppliers, Employees and Agents
Cash Received for Interest and Dividends
Cash Received to Establish New Funds
Cash Transferred to Other Funds
Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities
Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Proceeds From Sales of Investments
Purchase of Investments
Net Cash Provided (Used) by Investing Activities
Net Increase (Decrease) In Cash
Cash - January 1
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Da\id I. Pctrctta. CPA
January 20, 1992
To the Members of the Board of
Selectmen and Administrative Assistant
Town of Rye
Rye, New Hampshire
We have audited the financial statements of the Town of Rye for the year ended
December 31, 1991 and have issued our report thereon dated January 20, 1992.
In connection with our audit, we reviewed and tested the Town's systems of
internal accounting control and operating procedures to the extent we
considered necessary to evaluate the systems as required by generally accepted
auditing standards. The purpose of our review of these systems was not to
express an opinion on internal accounting control, and it would not
necessarily disclose all weaknesses in the system.
In the following paragraphs, we present our comments and recommendations for
improving specific aspects of the Town's systems and procedures. We also
refer you to the Appendix to this letter which explains the purpose of our
review, its limitations, and the professional standards involved.
GENERAL
Typically, a report of this type places a greater emphasis on findings of a
critical nature. Therefore, to put our comments and recommendations in proper
perspective, it should be noted that the weaknesses observed are not
necessarily the result of poor management. Oftentimes, they are due to
factors outside the control of the Town's personnel, such as organizational
restrictions, budgetary limitations, or inadequate software systems. We have
noted many positive aspects of the Town's financial management and procedures
which are not set forth in this report.
SEVER FUND BUDGET
The sewerage system became operational in the fall of 1991, and a sewer
department was established to reflect operating revenues and expenses.
However, no budget was enacted at the annual Town Meeting or a special Town
Meeting covering this department's operations. This is contrary to the
Municipal Budget Act, which requires an appropriation for any monies to be
expended.
Being aware of this fact, the Board of Selectmen have notified the Director of
the Department of Revenue Administration in a letter dated December 20, 1991.




LETTER OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
DECEMBER 31, 1991
Expenditures from the fund totaled $9,584, which were paid from service fee
revenue of $17,529.
GENERAL ACCOUNTING RECORDS
We were pleased to note during the audit that the condition of the Town's
accounting records was greatly improved over the previous year. There were
however, several general ledger accounts for receivables and payables which
were not reconciled. One example was the police outside detail receivable.
It is very important that an adequate record be maintained of all invoices
which are sent out by the Town and that receipts be reconciled to such
invoices so that amounts which are not collected within a reasonable time may
be investigated and rebilled.
Several of the payroll deduction accounts had incorrect balances at year end;
some of which could be attributed to mispostings from the beginning of the
year. We reviewed reconciliation procedures with the Town's bookkeeper, and
are confident that all balance sheet accounts will be reconciled monthly in
the future.
ESCROW ACCOUNTS
There are several escrow accounts established in the Capital Projects Fund to
hold retainage due to various contractors. The interest on these accounts is
paid over periodically to the respective contractor. During the year, there
were instances where retainage amounts were reduced, but the balances in the
escrow accounts were not, which resulted in overpayments of interest to
contractors.
We recommend that procedures be established to ensure that, when retainage
amounts are reduced, the escrow account balances are reduced accordingly so
that the contractors receive only their due share of interest earned.
CAPITAL PROJECT FUND MANIFESTS
Throughout the year, the Selectmen have signed handwritten manifests to
approve disbursements from the Capital Project Fund. In some cases, changes
have been made to manifests by either crossing off or adding check numbers and
amounts. It was not readily determinable whether these changes were made
before or after the Selectmen had approved the manifests.
We recommend that the Selectmen initial any changes on manifests to
acknowledge their authorization of the same.
AUTHORIZATION OF PAY RATES
When testing the payroll for the year, we found that written documentation of
all pay rates and benefits for employees was not always adequate. In some
TOWN OF RYE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
LETTER OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
DECEMBER 31, 1991
cases, the bookkeeper had nothing in writing to indicate at what pay step
various employees were to be paid. It also appeared that certain employees
were being paid a holiday bonus, based on a verbal agreement.
We recommend that all pay raises and bonuses be approved in writing and that a
folder be maintained for each employee showing his or her appropriate rate of
pay.
In closing, we would like to express our appreciation to those persons whose
cooperation and assistance have helped us to achieve efficiencies in
completing our audit.
After you have reviewed our report, we would be pleased to meet with you to
discuss any questions that you might have.
Very truly yours,
APPENDIX
TOVN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
PURPOSE AND LIMITATIONS OF REVIEW
The purpose of our study and evaluation was to determine the nature, timing
and extent of the auditing procedures necessary for expressing an opinion on
the Town's financial statements. Our study and evaluation was more limited
than would be necessary to express an opinion on the system of internal
accounting control taken as a whole.
The management of the Town is responsible for establishing and maintaining a
system of internal accounting control. In fulfilling this responsibility,
estimates and judgments by management are required to assess the expected
benefits and related costs of control procedures. The objectives of a system
are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that
assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and
that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization
and recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial statements in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Because of inherent limitations in any system of internal accounting control,
errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also
projection of any evaluation of the system to future periods is subject to the
risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or
that the degree of compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
Our study and evaluation made for the limited purpose described in the first
paragraph would not necessarily disclose all material weaknesses in the
system. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the system of internal
accounting control of the Town taken as a whole. However, our study and
evaluation disclosed conditions that we believe result in more than a
relatively low risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would be
material in relation to the financial statements of the Town may occur and
not be detected within a timely period.
These conditions are described in the preceding report and were considered in
determining the nature, timing and extent of the audit tests to be applied in
our audit of the 1991 financial statements. This report does not affect our
report on these financial statements January 20, 1992.
The preceding report is intended solely for the use of management and should
not be used for any other purpose. This restriction is not intended to limit
distribution of this report, which, upon acceptance by the Members of the
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* Severance, Larry D.
Sheehy, Elizabeth A.
Smyth, Gregg A.
Snow MD, Gail Ann
Snyder, Paula S.
Squires, John C.
Stanley Jr., Kenneth E.
Stevens, Donald
Tamulis, Deborah
* Thompson, Mary Janet C.
Tobey, John B.
* Tompkins, Randall B.
Tompkins, Richard
True, Jennifer S.
* True, Jonathan M.





* Yeaton, Elizabeth M.
Yeaton, Norman H.
* Zartarian, Mark N.
Zona, Anna M.
* Denotes full time employees that receive full benefits.
Highway Mechanic
NOTES:
1. Police and Fire wages include outside detail earnings.
2. Wages do not include the cost of benefits.





This past year continued to be as busy and as productive as 1990. The
installation of sewer lines has lessened the ground contamination problems
that have been ongoing for many years. I am optimistic that in 1992 there will
be even fewer complaints. Inspections of schools, daycare facilities, restau-
rants, and other food vending establishments continues. I am pleased to again
report a virtual one hundred percent compliance to RSA MSA (statute
requiring that restaurants and food vending operations meet specific guide-
lines in order to obtain an operating license).
Hurricane Bob and the subsequent storm caused damage to this area but,
luckily, wells and other water supplies were not seriously affected. The
number of livestock related complaints decreased somewhat from 1990, and
there were no reported cases of rabies in Rye. Requests for water testing were
somewhat less than in 1990.
I thank the Board of Selectmen, the various officials of the town, and the
citizens of Rye for their cooperation and support. I have enjoyed serving the
people of Rye, and I look forward to a busy 1992.
Respectfully submitted,




On January 16, 1992 the D.A.R.E. Program will be starting at the Junior
High School. All of the sixth grade classes will be participating for this
seventeen week program. The classes last approximately three hours one day
a week. The instructor for this year's program will be OfficerJay O'Neil ofthe
Exeter Police Department. Officer O'Neil is a graduate of the fall 1991
D.A.R.E. Instructors class and is looking forward to teaching the program in
Rye.
The Rye Police Department will be conducting a bicycle safety program at
the Elementary School in the spring, at which time bicycles maybe registered.
The police department will be enforcing the rules and regulations of bicycle
safety. We are finding that too many people are riding bicycles at night and
the bicycles are not equipped with lights and reflectors. Ifyou plan to ride at
night, be sure your bicycle is properly equipped with the necessary safety
equipment.
The Rye Police Department wishes you a safe year, and we are looking





TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
In these times of economic stress and low interest rates on investments, it
has been a challenge to msiximize the trust funds earnings. However, as in the
past, the trustees have continued to plan and keep current on investments
that are stable and secure.
We wish to acknowledge a donation in the memory of Ethel Winston
Gooding for the care and beautification of Central Cemetery. Also, the
Manuel Fund which was pending at our last report, has been finalized.
As noted in our financial report for 1991 , all the trust funds in the trustees'
care have performed well. The following is presented to show an overview of
the total amount of approximately $896,000 held in trust: The Cemetery
Perpetual Care funds gained $1,837.13 on sale of stocks, and had income of
$37,586.39; the Dalton Fund had a $2,228.39 gain on sale of stocks and an
income of $15,237.34; the Manuel Fund earned an income of $2809.45 in
1991, with a total income to date of $13,174.26; and the Library Fund earned
$995 1 .29 which was paid to the LibraryTrustees for their use at the Rye Public
Library.
The capital reserve funds have increased as indicated in the Statement of
Miscellaneous Funds and as passed by the Town Meeting vote ofMarch 1991,
as follows: Fire Truck Fund $15,000; Revaluation Fund $30,000; Records
Restoration $3,000; Town Employees' Accumulated Leave Fund was in-
creased by a net amount of $7,626.18. The Library Construction Fund
expended $40,000.
All funds have been audited by both Town auditors and the State





TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
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Helen S. & Shirley Philbrick $ 100.00
INCOME BALANCE, 1/1/92
1991 Income







Capital Reserve - Record Restoration 3000.00
Capital Reserve - Revaluation 30000.00
Capital Reserve - Fire Truck 15000.00
























SALE OF CEMETERY LOTS
AND NEW PERPETUAL CARE FUNDS
Perpetual Care Sale of Lots
Sheila P. Sullivan
Cedar Lawn, Bl 1 150.00 150.00
Stephanie M. Thomas
Cedar Lawn, Bl 1 150.00 150.00
Estate of Phyllis Hoff
Cedar Lawn, Bll 150.00 150.00
Frank W. & Georgia V. Reily
Cedar Lawn, A71 600.00 600.00
Irene Maskwa
Cedar Lawn, B50 150.00 150.00
Ruth Dunfey
Cedar Lawn, E71 450.00 450.00
Katherine Martenson
Cedar Lawn, A6 300.00 300.00
Dr. Peter J. &: Claire A. Attwood
Division 2, A50 1200.00 1200.00
Robert E. &: T. Christine Hartley
Division 2, A53 1200.00 1200.00
Frances &: Lester Stevens
Cedar Lawn, A12 300.00 300.00
Betty J. Ardini
Cedar Lawn, B33 150.00 150.00
Margaret Maloney
Cedar Lawn, Cll 300.00 300.00
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Mary Lou Carr
Cedar Lawn, A30 #4 150.00 150.00
Sherman E. Carr
Cedar Lawn, A30 #2 & 3
Douglas &: Cornelia Gray
Parsonage 830N








Cedar Lawn, B6 150.00 150.00
James P. 8c Ruth I. McCauley
Division 3, A65 1200.00 1200.00
Elizabeth E. Baker
Parsonage Division, 814N







Division 3, A49 1200.00 1200.00
Jeffrey Carroll
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In September the Board of Selectmen established a Recycling Committee
to investigate solid waste management issues and make recommendations to
the Town. The Committee, which includes a number of veterans from
previous Dump Committees, was charged with three major tasks, First, to
evaluate the Town's recycling efforts and make recommendations regarding
the need for additional equipment. Second, to investigate alternative disposal
options for the waste currently landfilled in the brush dump, an area next to
the recycling center which will be full in no time. And third, review and make
recommendations as appropriate regarding the Town Dump Regulations.
As a result of both the Town's mandatory recycling ordinance and the
efforts of many dedicated individuals, the following materials are currently
recycled or reused: newspaper, corrugated cardboard, metals, aluminum
cans, glass, plastic, oil, batteries, tires, grass, brush, clothes and other reusable
items. Although our recycling efforts are commendable, achievements by
other communities suggest that we can do better. In 1992 the Committee will
be collecting the necessary data to identify potential areas of improvement
and chart the Town's progress.
Having met with Bud Moynahan and his staff to discuss ways ofincreasing
our recycling levels, we recommend that a high density baler be acquired. The
baler, which is necessary to compact and wrap recycled materials for ship-
ment, will result in increased material revenues, increased operating effi-
ciency at the recycling center and lower disposal fees at the landfill. We have
researched the availability of grant monies and determined that a 50%
matching grant is available if we act quickly.
Regarding the brush dump, the Selectmen specifically requested that the
Committee investigate the potential of expanding the area currently being
landfilled. New state regulations make any expansion an expensive proposi-
tion by requiring state-of-the-art environmental controls such as a liner,
leachate collection, buffer zones, and ground water monitoring. A discussion
with the Department of Environmental Services convinced us that such an
expansion does not represent an economically feasible option for the Town.
In 1992 the Committee will investigate ways of reducing the quantity of
waste deposited in the brush dump, thereby lengthening its life. Although use
of the brush dump is restricted to Rye residents or contractors disposing of
Rye generated waste, the Committee is concerned that non-Town waste is
being deposited at the brush dump. We are investigating the possibility of re-
issuing bumper stickers to reduce the disposal of non-Town waste at our
facility. In the meantime we remind everyone to remove your bumper sticker
from your car upon resale or otherwise maintain possession of any stickers
issued in your name.
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Over the last few months the Committee has had some lively discussions
regarding the appropriateness of the regulations and policies currently
governing the use of Rye's solid waste facilities. Areas of concern include
disposal fees which may inhibit recycling or encourage roadside dumping;
illegal use of the brush dump; and restrictions on the removal of materials for
reuse. We hope to have recommendations ready for consideration at the 1 992
Town Meeting.
As we look forward to increased levels of recycling in 1992, we solicit your
thoughts, participation and cooperation. Thank you for recycling; it's good
for the environment AND the tax rate.
Respectfully submitted,
Rye Recycling Committee
David C. Demme, Chairman
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REPORT OF THE SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
OF THE TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
FEBRUARY 20, 1991
At 6:00 pm on the 20th of February 1991, Moderator Sharon DeVries
called the meeting to order, and led the assembly in the Pledge of Allegiance.
The Moderator read the warrant:
Article 1. To see if the Town will vote to ratify the actions of the Selectmen
as approved by the Southeast Regional Refuse District (SRRDD) 53-B in
accordance with the agreement bylaws (Article V, Section 5.3. (c)) to allow the
Town ofRye to withdraw from that portion of the Town's agreement with the
SRRDD 53-B which deals with the Recycling/Resource Recovery Facility
subject to the following terms and conditions:
(a) Rye to pay the District all assessments due the District for Recycling/
Resource Recovery for the District Fiscal year through the quarter in which
the Effective Date of the withdrawal occurs.
(b) The "Effective Date" shall be the date on which the Legislative Body of
the Town ofRye votes to expressly approve the withdrawal and the terms and
conditions thereof at a duly called and held Town Meeting.
(c) There shall be no return offunds assessed by the District for Recycling/
Resource Recovery for the District Fiscal Year in which the Effective Date
occurs or any previous District Fiscal Year.
The Moderator briefly stated the rules of the meeting, explaining the use
ofa secret ballot ifpetitioned, motions for reconsideration, and that everyone
wishing to speak would be given that opportunity. She called for a motion.
It was moved by SelectmanJohn Coffey, seconded byjack Tobey, to adopt
this article as read.
Jack Tobey said the Board of Selectmen has voted not to take part in the
Recycling part of the 53-B District and the District has voted to release us. He
said the next step was a formal vote by Town Meeting. He urged passage of
the article.
John Coffey said this is a matter of dollars and cents, and that Rye would
lose it's economic advantage ifwe were to take part in the project in Fremont.
He too urged passage of this article.
Jack Squires and Bettey Tobey also spoke in favor of this article.
Donald Stevens said that the Board of Selectmen have asked to withdraw
from 53-B but that the District will not allow that. He promised to continue
in the effort to withdraw from 53B and establish our own district.
It was moved and seconded, to move the question. Motion carried.
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Moderator DeVries called for a vote on Article 1. Show of Hands. Article
1 is declared Adopted by Unanimous Show of Hands.
It was moved and seconded to Adjourn. So Voted.
Meeting adjourned at 6:15 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Jane E. Ireland, Town Clerk
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REPORT OF THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
OF THE TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
MARCH 12, 1991
Results of Ballot Voting
Article 1. To choose a Selectman for one (1) year, two (2) Selectmen for three
(3) years, a Treasurer for three (3) years, a Cemetery Trustee for two (2) years,
a Cemetery Trustee for three (3) years, a Library Trustee for three (3) years,
a Trustee of Trust Funds for three (3) years, two (2) Budget Committee
Members for three (3) years, a Planning Board Member for two (2) years, and
a Planning Board Member for three (3) years.
Results of Article 1 are recorded on the accompanying ballot facsimile.
Article 2. To choose all necessary officers for the Rye School District in
accordance with the statutory procedure adopted by said District at its March
1962 annual meeting.
Results of Article 2 are recorded by the School District Clerk.
Article 3. (As proposed by petition of Rye voters in accordance with RSA
41:45-a.) Are you in favor of having the office of town clerk combined with
the office of tax collector, thereby creating a new office of town clerk-tax
collector to be held by one individual?
Results ofArticle 3: Yes = 780; No = 366. Article 3 is declaredADOPTED.
Article 4. Zoning Ordinance Amendment Questions, proposed by the Rye
Planning Board.
Amendment 1. Are you in favor of the adopotion of Amendment 1, as
follows: To add a new Coastal Area Overlay District which would apply only
to Rye's coastal area and which would: (1) establish special requirements for
variances to build on vacant non-conforming lots; (2) limit building height to
28 feet dwellings on either side (whichever is greater); and (3) limit dwelling
coverage to 20% of the lot and impermeable coverage (including buildings)
to 50% of the lot, in order to lessen the potential impact of public sewers on
development in the coastal area?
Results ofAmendment 1: Yes =761; No = 386. Amendment 1 is declared
ADOPTED.
Amendment 2. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment 2, as follows:
To amend Section 503 Condominium Conversion to permit, by special
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exception, in the Coastal Area District only, the conversion of existing motels
and existing tourist camp developments to residential condominium owner-
ship, providing the resulting residential density does not exceed the density
of the surrounding neighborhood?
Results ofAmendment 2: Yes = 501; No = 628. Amendment 2 is declared
DEFEATED.
Amendment 3. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment 3, as follows:
To amend the definitions of "dwelling" and "dwelling unit" to clarify that
motel and tourist camp units and other similar commercial accommodations
are not dwelling units?
Results ofAmendment 3. Yes = 760; No = 308. Amendment 3 is declared
ADOPTED.
Article 5. Petition Zoning Ordinance Amendment Questions.
Amendment 4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment 4, as
proposed by petition of Rye voters, as follows: To amend Section 203 of the
Single Residence (SR) District to allow golf courses, including golf courses
that are part of residential lots, as permitted uses in the SR District? (This
article is recommended by the Planning Board)
Results ofAmendment 4. Yes = 494; No = 676. Amendment 4 is declared
DEFEATED.
Amendment 5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment 5, as
proposed by petition of Rye voters, as follows: To amend the Official Zoning
Map to relocate the boundary of the Commercial District at 1 245 Washington
Road to the easterly property line of the parcel so that it no longer splits the
parcel? (This article is recommended by the Planning Board)
Results ofAmendment 5. Yes = 759; No = 354. Amendment 5 is declared
ADOPTED.
Article 6. Interim Growth Management Ordinance, proposed by the Rye
Planning Board.
Amendment 6. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment 6, as follows:
To adopt, for one year, the Interim Growth Management Ordinance which
restricts seasonal conversions in areas to be served by the new sewers, so that
the Planning Board can prepare and propose permanent regulations regard-
ing seasonal conversions?
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units and other similar commercial accomo-
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which would: (1) estaufish special reouire-
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conforming lots; (2) limit building height to
28 feel or the average height ol adiacent
dwellings on either side (whichever is
greater); and (3) limit dwelling coverage to
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(inciuOing buildings) to 50% of the lot, in
Older 10 lessen the oolential impact of public
sewers on development in the coastal area?
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Amendment 2. Are you in favor of the adop-
lion of Amendment 2. as follows: To amend





Amendment 4. Are you in favor ol the adop-
tion of Amendment 4. as proposed by peti-
lion of Rye voters, as follows:
To amend Section 203 of the Single
Residence (SR) Distnd to allow golf courses,
including golf courses that are part of
residenbaf lots, as permitted uses in the SR
Distnct?
fThis article is recommended by the Planning
Board)
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Amendment 5. Are you in favor of the adop-
tion of Amendment 5. as proposed by peti-
oon ot Rye voters, as follows:
To amend the Official Zoning Mao to relocate
the boundary of the Commercial District at
1245 Washington Road to the easterly
property line of the parcel sc that it np longer
spfrts the parcel?







oermil. by special exceplion. in the Coastal
Area Distnct only, the conversion of exisnng
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deveiopmenls to residential condominium
ownership, providing the resulting residential
density does noi exceed the density ol the
surrounding neighbornood?
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Proposed by the Rye Planning Board
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REPORT OF THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
FOR THE TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
MARCH 12, 1991 AND MARCH 16, 1991
At 9:00 a.m. on March 12, 1991 at the Rye Elementary School gymnasium,
Moderator Sharon DeVries declared the polls open. Mrs. DeVries com-
menced the reading of the Official Town Warrant. It was moved by Jane
Ireland, seconded by Elizabeth Yeaton, to waive the further reading of the
Warrant. So voted.
Moderator DeVries announced that pursuant to RSA 659:49, Absentee
Ballots would be processed and cast at 3:00 p.m.
School District Moderator Gary Holmes read the Official School District
Warrant in its entirety.
Ballot voting ensued.
At 7:00 p.m.. Moderator Sharon DeVries announced that the polls were
closed. There were 1183 ballots cast. Results of the Ballot voting are shown
on the accompanying pages.
At 9:00 a.m. on the 16th day of March 1991, the business portion of the
Annual Town Meeting was called to order by Moderator Sharon DeVries. She
introduced Mike Passero of Boy Scout Troop 181, and Michelle Sleeper of
Troop 2160 of the Girl Scouts, who led the assembly in the Pledge of
Allegiance.
Moderator DeVries opened the meeting by saying that it was with great
pride in our country and in democracy that she began the meeting. Mrs.
DeVries said we all share in extending our good wishes to our service men and
women and their families, and their safe return. She thanked Tippy Duffy for
her efforts in decorating the center of town in honor of those serving in the
Gulf and our Selectmen for supporting and endorsing her effort.
The moderator then introduced those at the podium: Dave McAnaney of
Kimball Chase Engineers;Janet Thompson, Administrative Assistant; Henry
Cavaretta, Selectman; Herbert Drake, Selectman;John Coffey, Chairman of
the Board of Selectmen; Donald Stevens, Selectman; (Mrs. DeVries pointed
out that the fifth member of the Board of Selectmen is Paula Snyder who is
sitting in the front row and is still acting as Chairman of the Budget
Committee. At the completion of this meeting, Mrs. Snyder will be sworn in
as Selectman and resign as a Budget Committee member.) Jane Ireland,
Town Clerk; and Michael McCarthy, Town Counsel.
Mrs. DeVries announced the results of Tuesday's election. She said there
is no smoking allowed, and asked non-voters of the Town of Rye to sit on the
left side of the gymnasium. She explained that voting would be done using the
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cards you were given when you checked in, so that when she asked for hands
to be raised you should raise the yellow card. Mrs. DeVries further announced
that coffee and doughnuts as well as lunch was available in the cafeteria. She
called attention to the Town Report page 44, having to do with the purging
of the Checklist and she explained this process.
Moderator DeVries stated the rules of the meeting: We will follow the
articles on the warrant in order. However, if there is a related article which
appears later on in the warrant, the moderator said she would point that out.
Mrs. DeVries said she would try to recognize the sponsor of the article and
then open for discussion; she would try to give anyone wishing to speak an
opportunity to do so before allowing anyone to speak again. All comments
are to be addressed to the Moderator. We will vote by raising the voter card.
State your name when speaking. Any motions to amend any article must be
in writing unless they are one or two words. Motions for reconsideration of
a vote, other than the Bond Issue vote, must be immediately after the results
of the vote are declared, and before any new business comes up, by someone
on the prevailing side. Requests for secret ballot must be made before we take
the vote, in writing, by five voters. Reconsideration by secret ballot requires
the signature of seven voters.
Moderator DeVries reminded those assembled that the first article we are
to consider must, by law because it's a Bond Issue, be voted by secret ballot.
She explained the voting procedure for this. The ballot box will remain open
for one hour, although we will continue with business after everyone has
again been seated. After the hour has elapsed we will count the ballots and
announce the vote.
Mrs. DeVries pointed out an error in the Annual Report. She said the
numbering of the Articles is correct up to Article 15. However, when these
were printed the Article about voting to accept the budget was omitted and
therefore the numbering of the actual official warrant is different than the
numbering in the book. There is a new warrant article 16, which is to vote to
accept the budget. So, she said, from the point at which we vote to accept the
budget onward, I will be announcing two numbers, one is the number that's
on the revised warrant and one will be the number in your book. Mrs. DeVries
pointed out that in any case, she will be reading the article so we will know
which article we are on.
Moderator DeVries pointed out another error in theTown Report - on the
back cover "Directory", the hours open to the public. The Selectmen's Office
and the Town Clerk's Office say 8:00 am to 1:30 pm. The actual times should
be 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum oftwo
million, four hundred thousand dollars ($2,400,000) for the purpose of
constructing and equipping sewers and sewerage facilities which encom-
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passes the developed Jenness Beach Service area.
Two million, four hundred thousand dollars ($2,400,000) is to be raised
by the issuance of serial bonds or notes under and in compliance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (N.H.R.S.A. 33 as amended), and to
be in addition to the sums previously appropriated for the construction of
sewerage facilities of the town and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes to determine the rate of interest thereof, and
to take such actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation,
sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in the best interest of the
Town of Rye. This Article requires a two thirds vote. This Article is recom-
mended by the Budget Committee.
It was moved by Donald Stevens, seconded by Lester Stevens, to adopt this
article as read.
Selectman Donald Stevens addressed the assembly, thanking them for
electing him last yearand allowing him and the other Selectmen to work as the
managers of the sewer project. He said this morning he was asking for
continued support on the project. Mr. Stevens went on to explain the way the
new sewer system would work, by means of a gravity sewer to a pumping
station, pumped into a force main all the way to the Town of Hampton's
treatment plant. The Town ofRye has a twenty year agreement with theTown
of Hampton to process any effluent pumped from our pumping station to
Hampton's treatment plant. By using a municipal sewer we negate the
necessity of individual septic tanks and leaching fields. Mr. Stevens said a year
ago we bought a force main. We also own the pumping stations, one at
Jenness Beach, one at the Abenaqui, one on Church Road. These have been
purchased, are pretty much in place, and almost ready for operation. That was
in the Bond Issue of November 1989. The balance of that project is in the
gravity sewers covering certain areas of Ocean Blvd., Sea Road, South Road,
Church Road, Old Beach Road, etc. Mr. Stevens said he was now asking for
support to continue installing more gravity sewers to access property into the
Jenness Beach District. He said the project which was approved in November
1989 was based on sound construction and engineering costs at that time.
Fortunately for the Town of Rye, construction costs were substantially less
than what we have the authority to bond. There is presently in excess of a half
a million dollars of the original bond issue that won't be needed or used for
the project that you've already approved. However, if you vote in the
affirmative today on Article 7, those monies may be used to go along with
Contracts 5 and 6 for their completion. Mr. Stevens explained the funding for
the project, saying that the Federal Government would give us $1,570,000.,
the State of N.H. Grant is $620,000. (over a 20 rear period). The cost to you
today, before Article 7, is $ 1 ,7 1 0,000. With the proposed project you're going
to add another $2,520,000. Who's going to pay it? Mr. Stevens said the
Selectmen have worked long and hard and have adopted a Sewer Cost
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Recovery Ordinance. He said the long and the short of it is very simple. Ifwe
go away from here today having defeated Article 7, the users are going to be
paying $7.22 per front foot as an annual bond repayment for the sewer.
Through taxes we're going to raise $260,000 which all of us, users and non-
users alike will pay. Ifyou go along with this project and allow us to complete
Contracts 5 and 6, the number $7.22 per front foot carries out for the total
project cost because we're going from 130 users to in excess of 500 users, the
entire cost recovery will be borne by the user. Mr. Stevens urged passage of
this article now, while we can take advantage of a down economy and the
related interest rates.
Mr. Lester Stevens clarified a question regarding the numbers on the
exhibit board. Randy Crapo recommended tabling this article until we've had
a chance to review the ordinance. The Moderator clarified that Mr. Crapo was
making a motion to table Article 7. His motion was duly seconded by Debra
Crapo. The moderator ruled that she would allow discussion on the motion
to table in conjunction with the Article discussion. Don Stevens responded
that the Board ofSelectmen have adopted a Sewer Use Ordinance and a Cost
Recovery Ordinance which are a matter of public record. He said these have
been done as fairly and equitably as possible, though there will always be
hardships. Mr. Stevens said there is a contingency fund for this purpose. He
again stated that the Board was working diligently on this project and asked
for the support of the assembly.
Michael Hassel-Shearer asked about the problem of un-used septic tanks
sitting in the ground. Mr. Stevens again responded, saying that it is required
that these septic tanks be excavated, pumped dry, inlet and outlet pipes
broken from it, and re-filled with suitable material and covered. All septic
tanks will be rendered totally useless as soon as that property is tied in to the
sewer. The cost of this will be borne by the user. In answer to a question from
Clifford Vogt, Mr. Stevens said this is a compulsory tie-in.
Moderator DeVries called for a vote on the motion to table Article 7. She
said this requires a two-thirds vote to pass. Show of Hands. Motion to Table
Article 7 is DEFEATED .
Patrick McKeon said he is in favor of the sewer but that he questions the
fairness of the ordinance where it's based on footage. Mr. Stevens said the
Cost Recovery Ordinance is established on a minimum 50' frontage and a
maximum 170' frontage, not unlike your property tax bill. He pointed out
that the greater your frontage on the street, the greater the cost of laying the
gravity sewer in front of your property, and secondly, by doing it this way,
those of you who itemize your income tax deductions would be able to take
the interest portion of the cost recovery from your Federal Income Tax.
Dr. O'Brien asked if the ordinance would be presented to the legislative
body. Mr. Stevens said we've had numerous hearings on the two ordinances.
Last year the Town Meeting put that issue into the hands of the Selectmen as
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acting sewer commissioners and it is within our authority to adopt and enact
a sewer use ordinance and a sewer cost recovery ordinance.
Steve Wentzell also questioned the fairness of the ordinance, and said the
need for this is not apparent to him. Don Stevens said this area was targeted
because ofshallow distance to bedrock (ledge) and a very high water table. Mr.
Wentzell noted that the water table has risen and he said he thought much of
this was caused by a lot ofthe building which was going on in the area. He said
potentially these people may be effecting the water table more than he is and
yet he is being asked to bear the burden of the cost of this project. He said
again that the need was not apparent and it does not seem equitable and the
new building in town is impacting as much or more than the mandatory user.
In answer to a question regarding $500,000 mentioned in the Civic League
News, Don Stevens reiterated that there is no half a million dollars. He said
the Board has the authority to bond that amount of money but they do not
have the need to borrow it because it hasn't been expended. This amount
represents borrowing power, not actual dollars in hand.
It was moved and seconded to move the question. So voted.
At 9:55 a.m. ballot voting on Article 7 commenced . The Ballot Box
remained open one hour. At 11:00 a.m. the Moderator declared the Ballot
Box closed, and the votes were tallied. Results of Secret Ballot on Article 7:
(Two-thirds required to Pass) Yes = 220; No = 68. Article 7 is declared
ADOPTED .
After the assembly completed voting by secret ballot on Article 7, the
moderator called the meeting back to order, saying that we would continue
with business through the hour that the ballot box must remain open. Dwight
Hamsley moved to bring Article 14 forward for consideration at this time. His
motion was seconded by Irene Rand. So voted.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
fourteen thousand nine hundred dollars ($14,900) to continue with the work
relative to the implementation of Open Marsh Water Management. This
article is recommended by the Budget Committee.
It was moved by Frank Ciolek, seconded by Gene Ritzo, to adopt this
article. Discussion followed. Susan Kutzleb, a member of the Conser\'ation
Commission, explained how the OMWM project was implemented and said
the long term benefits for the environment in the Town of Rye is immense
and she urged a "yes" vote. Lester Stevens, also a Conservation Commission
member, spoke of the work that has been done since this article was passed
last year. He thanked Gene Ritzo for his efforts in helping us to acquire the
use of the Shock Incarceration Unit from the State Prison to do the labor in
the marshes. Mr. Stevens pointed out the great monetary savings to the town
because of these efforts. He said that the cost of this article to the tax payer,
based on an average home assessed at $200,000, is 60c!. He urged approval of
the article.
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John Coffey said notwithstanding the work put in by Mr. Ritzo, the
program was a phenomenal success for theTown ofRye. He said the problem
he had is that the continuing study of OMWM is not linked with that
program- those persons in the Shock Incarceration Unit could be used on
any project within the Town ofRye. Additionally, he said, we are in the throes
ofa recession. He said he wonderedwhy theTown needs to continue studying
and philosophizing on this problem. He urged a "no" vote.
Herb Drake said he's started right off the bat being on the opposite side
of Mr. Coffey. Mr. Drake said he supported Article 14 because he feels the
expenditure of $ 14,900 for this project is a priority and a necessity. Mr. Drake
said he serves on the New England Fisheries Management Counsel represent-
ing New Hampshire, and he is Vice Chairman of the Habitat and Estuary Sub
Committee. Rep. Drake stated that 51% of the food chain in the ocean is
derived from the estuaries and the marine marshes along the coast. The
marsh study is a good investment, he said, and deserves support and we
should get on with the job, recognizing that our marshes mean a lot to the
whole marine environment.
Dwight Hamsley said the key word is that we are in a recession. He related
the history of the project, pointing out that each year he has spoken against
it. Mr. Hamsley said he has a Batchelors in professional studies, he is a
"certified docent" from the Society for Protection ofNew Hampshire Forests,
he studied under Frank Richardson, and water has an uncanny way of getting
where it wants to go - it can cut through rock. The marshes, he said, can take
care ofthemselves given time. Mr. Hamsley said he'd asked Frank Richardson
to come speak on this and he said he was too busy. He said he agreed with Mr.
Coffey, this thing is a money pit, and please vote "no".
Laura Famolare, Chairwoman of the Conservation Commission and
Planning Board member, said she agreed with Herb Drake on this one. Mrs.
Famolare corrected Mr. Coffey by saying that the Shock Incarceration Unit
can only be used in the Town of Rye for projects that have state-wide
significance. We cannot use them all over the town. Mrs. Famolare explained
the value of the OMWM project. She said this provides scientific data so that,
for instance, the Shock Incarceration Unit can know where to dig. Mrs.
Famolare corrected some of Mr. Hamsley statements, and also pointed out
that Mosquito Control is an entirely different subject, which does not have
any bearing on this. In closing, Mrs. Famolare quoted from a letter that Frank
Richardson, Senior Wetlands Inspector for the State ofNew Hampshire, had
written to the Conservation Commission: "OMWM offers a viable and natural
alternative to restore tidal circulation, reduce the adverse impact of alien
plants and enhance the productivity of our salt marshes. The fact that they
also contribute significantly to mosquito control offers what I feel is a socially
desirable benefit in addition to tidal marsh restoration. I wish you success in
having OMWM implemented in the Town of Rye."
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It was moved and seconded to move the question. So voted.
Show of Hands. Results of vote on Article 14: Article 14 is declared
ADOPTED .
Dr. O'Brien said he wished to comment on the previous article, and said
he's had a longtime interest in Mosquito Control and he had looked at this
article carefully and had been prepared to speak against it. He said this article,
originally, was to locate, plan and develop sites in which this work would be
carried out. Based on the past appropriations, we have thirteen of these sites
already developed. No work has been done. Dr. O'Brien quoted from last
year's minutes. He said we're drawing a map for a trip we ain't gon'a take. It's
a waste of money.
Article 8. On petition of Elizabeth Tobey, and at least twenty-five (25) other
voters of the Town ofRye to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of six hundred dollars ($600) to place, in 1991, a plaque on a rock in
Parsons Field to designate the land as Parsons Field and commemorating the
efforts, by Rye townspeople, to preserve the land for the benefit of the town.
And further, the plaque should read as follows:
PARSONS FIELD
Commemorating the Parsons Family who settled this land and the efforts
ofone hundred and fifty-one (151) families ofRye, who in 1978, spearheaded
a movement to preserve the land to be held in perpetuity, as open space for
a town common for the benefit of all Rye residents.
This article is recommended by the Budget Committee.
It was moved by Frank Ciolek, seconded by Dick Tompkins, to adopt this
article. No discussion.
Show of Hands. Results of vote on Article 8. Article 8 is declared
ADOPTED .
It was moved by Susan Moynahan and seconded byjohn Moynahan to take
Article 15 ( 16 on official Warrant) out of order and consider it before Article
9, as the two are interrelated. So voted.
Article 16. On petition of Susan M. Moynahan and at least twenty-nine (29)
other voters of the Town of Rye to see if the Town will vote to change the
purpose of the existing Library Capital Reserve Account to read: For the
purpose of constructing, renovating and equipping a Library building,
including land acquisition ... excluding the word "new" referring to the
Library building from the original article, and adding the word "renovating".
This Warrant Article was established at the 1988 Town Meeting. This article
requires a two-thirds vote.
It was moved by Susan Moynahan, seconded by Christi Hassel-Shearer, to
adopt this article.
Show of Hands. Results of vote on Article 16. Article 16 is declared
ADOPTED .
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Article 9. On petition of Abbiejean Brownell and at least thirty (30) other
voters of the Town ofRye to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of forty thousand dollars ($40,000) for the purpose ofupgrading the
Town Library facility including but not limited to solving the water drainage
problem, addressing handicap accessibility, renovating the downstairs con-
ference room for multi purpose programming, upgrading the childrens'
facilities and automation; and authorize the withdrawal of forty thousand
dollars ($40,000) out of the Library Capital Reserve Fund created for that
purpose.
This article is recommended by the Budget Committee.
It was moved by Susan Moynahan, seconded by Christi Hassel-Shearer, to
adopt this article.
Susan Moynahan explained the need for this article. In response to a
question from Mr. Tompkins, Mrs. Moynahan said in essence we are not
raising taxes to raise the $40,000, we are removing the $40,000 from Capital
Reserve.
Show of Hands. Results of vote on Article 9. Article 9 is declared
ADOPTED .
It was moved by Gerald Terpstra, seconded by Don Stevens, to take up
Article 17 (18 on Official Warrant), out of order. So voted.
The moderator commented that it was her understanding that this article
has been rendered moot by virtue of Tuesday's ballot vote on a zoning
question. John Coffey moved to indefinitely postpone Article 17 (18 on
Official Warrant) at this time. His motion was seconded byJack Squires.
Show of Hands. Results of vote on Article 18. Article 18 is declared
INDEFINITELY POSTPONED .
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to ratify the financial terms of the
collective bargaining agreement reached on February 1, 1990 between the
Board of Selectmen and the Rye, NH Town Employees' Association which
calls for an estimated 1991 wage increase of $1 1,712 and an estimated benefit
increase of $8,451, and a 6% wage increase and all related benefit costs for
1992. And further, to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,163 for 1991, such
sums representing the additional costs attributed to the 5% 1991 wage
increase and 16.9% health insurance increase, and a 12.74% dental insurance
increase over those benefits paid in 1990, in accordance with the collective
bargaining agreement.
TOWN HALL EMPLOYEES HIGHWAY EMPLOYEES
1991 Wages $3,682 $8,030 TOTAL $11,712
1991 Benefits 2,510 5,941 TOTAL 8,451
*TOTAL $20,163
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This Article is Recommended by the Budget Committee.
It was moved byJohn Lear, seconded by Therese Zartarian, to adopt this
article.
Gerard Terpstra spoke in favor of the article.
Show of Hands. Results of vote on Article 10. Article 10 is declared
ADOPTED .
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to ratify the financial terms of the
collective bargaining agreement reached on December 27, 1989 between the
Board of Selectmen and the Fire and Police Association which calls for an
estimated 1991 wage increase of $20,928 and an estimated benefit increase
of $ 10,288, and a 6% wage increase and all related benefit costs for 1992. And
further, to raise and appropriate the sum of $31,216 for 1991, such sums
representing the additional costs attributed to the 5.5% 1991 wage increase
and 16.9% health insurance benefits paid in 1990, in accordance with the
collective bargaining agreement.
FIRE EMPLOYEES POLICE EMPLOYEES
1991 Wages $10,441 $10,487 TOTAL $20,928
1991 Benefits 5,709 4,579 TOTAL 10,288
*TOTAL $31,216
This Article is Recommended by the Budget Committee.
It was moved byJohn Lear, seconded by Therese Zartarian, to adopt this
article.
Dr. O'Brien asked if this means multiple year contracts have been
precluded. John Coffey said it was his understanding that there was a recent
N.H. Supreme Court decision requiring acceptance by the legislative body of
multi-year contracts. That is why it is on the warrant for this session.
Show of Hands. Results of vote on Article 11. Article 11 is declared
ADOPTED .
(At this point in the meeting the moderator announced the results of the
secret ballot vote taken on Article 7, the ballot box having remained open for
a least one hour. The results are shown with Article 7 on page 4 of this record.)
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
thirty five thousand dollars ($35,000) to allow the Selectmen to implement
Phase I of the Hydrogeologic investigation of the Grove Road Landfill
(inactive) as required by the State of NH, Department of Environmental
Services, Waste Management Division.
This Article is Recommended by the Budget Committee.
It was moved by Gary Chapman, seconded byJohn Moynahan, to adopt
this article.
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Don Stevens explained that this site has been identified by the State ofNew
Hampshire as a closed landfill They ordered a proper closure plan to be
submitted and implemented on that area, thirteen years ago. For thirteen
years there has been no real action. Rye Water District has started an
investigation of the site. In July or August of 1990 the Board of Selectmen
received a letter from the Department ofEnvironmental Services of the State
of New Hampshire indicating that they were going to give us thirty days to
complete a closure plan. This $35,000 is for the implementation of a
hydrogeologic investigation of the Grove Road landfill, which should take
about six months. From this investigation we will apply to the State to allow
them to permit for a closure plan. Next year I will ask for more money to
develop a closure plan and construction documents. The process will con-
tinue into the following year as well. In answer to a question from Herb Drake,
Don Stevens said his opinion is that because of the inaction by the Town, i.e,
the Selectmen, Rye Water District (who owns the property) was never forced
into compliance and because of our default the State has now identified it as
a Town problem because the Town contributed to the filling of it and we are
now required to close out the site. Dr. O'Brien asked what the quality of the
water had to do with the filling of the site? Mr. Stevens said it was his
understanding that we needed to insure that some materials don't leach
beyond the closure site. Mr. Drake spoke of the history of this site, dating from
1920 and expressed his surprise that the State took so long to address this.
Show of Hands. Results of vote on Article 12. Article 12 is declared
ADOPTED .
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate thirty five
thousand dollars ($35,000) for the removal and replacement ofboth gasoline
and fuel tanks at the distribution center located at the Highway Department
on Grove Road as required by the NH Code of Administrative Rules, PART
Env-Es 411 (copy on file ax the Town Clerk's Office).
This Article is Recommended by the Budget Committee.
It was moved by Don Stevens, seconded by Howard Heflin, to adopt this
article.
Don Stevens said once again the State has established guidelines and
regulations for towns to follow. He explained these guidelines and said he'd
like to see the Town come into compliance to insure that we don't contami-
nate any of the area around the recycling facility. He pointed out that the town
saves substantial dollars from wholesale to retail fuel costs by having our own
fuel tanks. Mr. Terpstra said he has first hand knowledge of this type of thing,
and urged passage of the article.
Susan Moynahan asked if the Board would consider above ground tanks
when replacing the existing tanks as these are not regulated by the State in the
same manner as in-ground tanks are regulated. Mr. Stevens indicated that this
has been a consideration, although the fire hazard would probably preclude
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it. Mike Hassel-Shearer asked about getting out of this business altogether by
paying a little extra for gasoline from a private concern. To this Don Stevens
responded that the difference is cost is substantial, and we need to guarantee
24 hours per day availability to our departments.
Show of Hands. Results of vote on Article 13. Article 13 is declared
ADOPTED .
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to accept the budget, submitted by the
Budget Committee and pass any vote in relation thereto, and to raise and
appropriate such sums of money as may be necessary to defray town charges
for the calendar year 1991.
It was moved by Paula Snyder, seconded by Frank Drake, to adopt a budget
in the amount of $5,395,055.
(The moderator reminded the assembly that this is the article which does
not appear in the Town Report and the reason we've had the numbering
problem.)
Discussion: Mr. Lester Stevens asked if the salary for the full-time Recre-
ation Director is included on line 28. Paula Snyder clarified that the amount
is in the budget.
Mr. Mike Hassel-Shearer proposed an amendment to the budget, to
reduce Line item #1, Town Officers' Salaries by $7875. from $182,937. to
$175,062., seconded by Christi Hassel-Shearer.
Mr. Hassel-Shearer said this was to reduce the amount of the Selectmen's
salaries back to last year's level.
John Coffey said that frankly he was somewhat nonplused by that motion.
Last year the town meeting passed an article for five selectmen and should
have known at that time that there would be salaries incurred for the five
selectmen. He urged defeat of the motion.
Bill Jenness, Building Inspector, said he thought the hourly wage for a
selectman is pretty small. Don Pongrace said he is pleased and proud that we
were able to get five people to run for ajob like this and that we should not
withhold this amount of money from them. Dr. O'Brien said he felt this
motion was petty and disgraceful.
Mr. Hassel-Shearer said it is not meant to be insulting or disgraceful. We
are in a depression and we are increasing the number of people. I have not,
he said, indicated which way I will vote. All I want to do is see if we want to
increase the portion of the town government budget by this much money.
Vote on the amendment to the budget. Show ofHands. The Amendment
is declared DEFEATED .
There being no further discussion, the moderator called for a vote on the
article.
Results of vote on Article 15. Show of Hands. Article 15 in the amount
of $5,395,055.00 is declared ADOPTED .
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Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to allow a five percent (5%) discount
on all property taxes paid within thirty (30) days from the date of mailing of
tax bills.
It was moved by Sally Stram, seconded byjohn Coffey, to adopt this article.
Paula Snyder recommended, again this year, not approving the 5%
discount. She said it is not a true discount. That money is added to your taxes,
and then taken away. Last year $270,000 was added to your appropriation to
increase your taxes. From last year we still have over $400,000 outstanding in
uncollected taxes. This says to me that we have a number of people in town
that are having a hard time paying their taxes. Why should we increase the
burden to these people. The only thing this 5% does in increase the burden
on our citizens who cannot pay their taxes.
John Coffey spoke in favor of the article because he likes the concept, he
said, of the 5% discount. I favor that; it feels good. Mr. Coffey said it is a good
incentive to pay the tax bill.
Dick Carey said he interpreted this as a way the town saved money by not
having to go out and borrow. Paula Snyder said paying this 5% does not help
us run the town. Betty Greene said the right way is to have no discount, and
she urged a "no" vote. Mr. Rayjarvis asked if it was correct that there is only
about thirty days between when we can get the 5% discount and when the 12%
interest begins? Elizabeth Yeaton, Tax Collector, said the interest always starts
on December 1st, providing the bills go out on time. Mr. Jarvis said he feels
it a unfair that because I can pay my taxes a couple weeks early, that those
people that can't have to pay more in order to make up for my 5% discount.
Lester Stevens asked why should we add it on so we can take it off and then
some of us get zapped again? Don Stevens said he doesn't look at this as a
penalty to those who can't pay their taxes, but rather as a penalty to those who
will not pay their taxes. David Demme said the discount makes no sense to him
because it works directly opposite from most incentives, and subsidizes the
people who do, have more money. In answer to a question from Herb Drake,
Mrs. Yeaton clarified that the amount of interest charged is set by the State
of New Hampshire.
Results of vote on Article 16. Hand Count: Yes = 132; No = 80. Article
17 is declared ADOPTED .
Article 19. On petition of Bruce E. Walker and at least twenty-six (26) other
voters of the Town of Rye to see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept, on behalf of the Town, a road known as "Merrymeeting
Lane". The same being completed according to the specifications approved
by the Planning Board and the Selectmen, on Plan #50604 Titled Subdivision
of "Parsonage Woods", and further that the Director of Public Works and
Highways shall confirm to the Selectmen that said road is in conformity with
such specifications.
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It was moved by Dick Carey and seconded by Jack Squires, to adopt the
article as read.
Mr. Carey gave a little history of the road. Bob Barber mentioned that
School buses have been using this road. Dr. O'Brien asked if this now meets
the approval of the Director of Public Works. The answer was "yes".
Results of vote on Article 19. Show of Hands. Article 19 is declared
ADOPTED.
Article 20. On petition of Doug Abrams and at least sixty-seven (67) other
voters if the Town of Rye to see if the Town of Rye will vote to instruct the
Selectmen and all other appropriate Town officials to participate in the
Emergency Response Planning process, and to develop and implement
emergency response plans for the Town in the event of a nuclear or other
emergency situation.
It was moved by Dick Tompkins, seconded by Barbara Tompkins, to adopt
the article as read.
Mr. Tompkins spoke of the importance of emergency planning. Jon Cyr,
Rye Director for Emergency Management, said we will get equipment if we
vote for this which won't cost the town a penny.
Results of vote on Article 20. Show of Hands. Article 20 is declared
ADOPTED .
Article 21. On petition of Walter E. Dockham, Jr. and at least twenty-four
(24) other voters of the Town of Rye to see if the Town will convey by deed
to Mary F. Barnes andJoan andjames Cassin, any interest the Town may have
in the "paper street" abutting Lots 145 and 121, Tax Map 5.2, off Perkins
Road. We understand that the purpose of the conveyance is to create good
record title for the property and that the "paper street" has already been
released from Town use automatically under New Hampshire law.
It was moved by Mike Netishen and seconded byjack Squires, to adopt this
article.
Results of vote on Article 21. Show of Hands. Article 21 is declared
ADOPTED .
Article 22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell to
the highest bidder at public auction or sealed bid such surplus Town
equipment as is not traded in on new equipment in 1991.
It was moved by Howard Heflin, seconded by Jim Brown, to adopt this
article as read. No discussion.
Results of vote on Article 22. Show of Hands. Article 22 is declared
ADOPTED.
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Article 23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to accept on behalf of the town gifts, legacies and devises made to the Town
in trust for any public purpose, as permitted under RSA 31:19.
It was moved byJohn Coffey, seconded by Donald Stevens, to adopt this
article as read. No discussion.
Results of vote on Article 23. Show of Hands. Article 23 is declared
ADOPTED .
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes.
It was moved by Don Stevens, seconded by John Coffey, to adopt this
article as read. No discussion.
Results of vote on Article 24. Show of Hands. Article 24 is declared
ADOPTED .
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to appoint the Selectmen as the agents
to administer the general fund trust fund under the provisions ofRSA 31:19-
a, known as the Town Employees' Accumulated Leave as approved by the
1990 Town Meeting.
It was moved by John Moynahan, seconded by Steve Wentzell, to adopt
this article as read. No discussion.
Results of vote on Article 25. Show of Hands. Article 25 is declared
ADOPTED .
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey
any real estate acquired by the Town by tax collector's deed. Such conveyance
shall be by deed following a public auction, or the property may be sold by
advertised sealed bids, or may be otherwise disposed ofasjustice may require,
pursuant to RSA 80:80.
It was moved by Gerard Terpstra, seconded by Paula Snyder, to adopt this
article.
Results of vote on Article 26. Show of Hands. Article 26 is declared
ADOPTED .
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply
for, accept and expend, without further action by the Town Meeting, money
from the state, federal, or governmental unit or private sources which
becomes available during the fiscal year. Pursuant to NH RSA 31:95-b.
It was moved by John Coffey, seconded by Don Stevens, to adopt this
article as read.
Frank Drake reminded those present that the people in the cafeteria have
cooked a lot of hot dogs, and the Girl Scouts are selling cookies.
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The moderator called for a vote on Article 27.
Results of vote on Article 27. Show of Hands. Article 27 is declared
ADOPTED.
Article 28. To transact any other business which may legally come before this
meeting.
Dr. O'Brien said we would be remiss to close the meeting today without
paying some tribute to Jack Tobey who served this town loyally. Although I
did not, he said, always agree with some of his decisions, he was always
available to talk over problems and I'm sorry he's not here today. He's done
a good job, and I certainly want him to know that we all appreciate it.
APPLAUSE.
Dr. O'Brien also said the town is morally and legallybound in negotiations
and we certainly intend to live up to all stipulations thereof, but I would like
this meeting to put the Selectmen on notice when negotiations are re-opened,
there are several critical problems which must be addressed. One of these is
we must develop a "use or lose" policy on sick leave and vacation time.
Otherwise we're creating a financial monster that we'll never be able to meet.
APPLAUSE.
It was moved byJohn Coffey, seconded by several voters, to ADJOURN.
So voted.
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Fire Department - Non Emergency 964-6411
FIRE EMERGENCY 964-8683
AMBULANCE EMERGENCY 964-8683
POLICE -ALL CALLS 964-5521
Be sure to give your name and address as well as the nature ofyour emergency
clearly. DO NOT HANG UP until you are sure that your message has been
understood.
INFORMATION DIRECTORY
Selectmen's Office 964-5523 8c 964-5630
Treasurer 964-6777
Town Clerk/Tax Collector's Office 964-8562 & 964-6777
Building Inspector's Office 964-9800
Recreation Department 964-6281
Public Works Department 964-5300
Dump (Recycle or Brush) 964-5300
Library 964-8401
HOURS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Selectmen's Office (Mon.-Fri.) 8:00 A.M.-4:30 P.M.
Treasurer (Tues. 8c Thurs.) 10:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M.
Town Clerk/Tax Collector's Office (Mon.-Fri.) 8:00 A.M-4:30 P.M.
(Mon. 8c Thur. Evenings) 6:00 P.M.-8:00 P.M.
Building Inspector's Office (Mon.-Fri.) 8:00 A.M.-4:30 P.M.*
Public Works Department 7:30 A.M.-4:00 P.M.
Recycle Dump 8c Brush Dump CLOSED ON MONDAYS
Recycle Dump (Tues.-Sat.) 7:30 A.M.-3:45 P.M.
Brush Dump (Opened on Tues. & Sat. ONLY) 7:30 A.M.-3:45 P.M.
Library (Mon., Wed., Fri.) 9:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
Library (Tues. 8c Thurs.) 1:00 P.M.-8:00 P.M.
Library (Sat.) 9:00 A.M.-Noon
* Subject to change.
Notices for Selectmen's meetings, other Town Boards, Commissions, and
Committee meetings are posted on the Town bulletin board located at the
Town Hall and the Rye Post Office.
Printed by: The Withey Press, Seabrook, New Hampshire
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